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s That Time

tJA though upon his hoary
1,1 head
fallen many a winter's
fljve Ia'
sno« •
wreath is still as green
and red
Was a thousand years ago.
is «hat has he to do with
7:30
f
l jot n .
bo Stoi'.rst i
w#ssail-bowI and old armhi a
ch®"
fr,n.
p lr, ever standing ready there,
0 t!.,,
^'apa,
Christmas comes but once
Vf>rsit, !°

b

» year.
a
year.

—Thomas Miller
that spirit, although the
*»>
id is teeming with potential
,cl has
at^i
0
ter we weIcome another
*• ? i>! ®®,dg season commemorating
how R,)nHstiU 1 one thousand nine hundred
Kleirf. °d a 1
• (hjrty ninth anniversary of
but the birth of Jesus of Nazareth
od
>h|
though one-half of the
the. ;Led world (and the oldest
11!-1, has hot If at that)
that; seems bent
uem. on
Bpn v Iking itself
into oblivion,
' «nd n„, ...mas will still be the paraSonie n£ J Ksue for at least two
p0sltions? s December 24 and 25.
The
"nvr» some if Lt of brotherly love, as taught
E:: |,e Man whose nativity we
t
Vv
'
"l
, jjrate, will rise to the surface,
"lrnt of the J' ns will be cast aside and man
jeek good cheer with his
vning 01
,s, if indeed, not his ene® they
H 8h A'g hi
amies. It was thus in the last
War; we hope that Stalin,
:amei
n(1 team v ;:; ! tier, et al, have not retro0 fir
string, essed morally so far as to at„pt to blast what little sanc'"rlocT'Hij! (blessed little) the Christian
... .k Jrld has preserved,
26 to 12.
to par they sL Indication that Herr Hitler, at
ook boys In «t, makes some concession to
spirit of Christmas came this
•tKLIM
wit with the announcement
(J the Jay
"'et Liberty j| jra Berlin that every German
rentwood in g man will be allowed to buy
i pair of stockings, every man
the Tiger-Pitt
necktie without
deductions
ip. There
m their clothing ration cards.
• squad, but 0 ;
ro rations still at peace, Christhave enough
is this year should take on
ed meaning. Never before
the need been greater for full
r A fcl \ IV I"1"231'011 of what it means to
i (j fl 1 A ii ^ Christian.
For most people, unfortunately,
! personal religious significt —r«el Sigh'. Ce 0f the occasion has been
rt "Walk-Fltts rshadowed by the false god of
rHry, although it must be
nted a redeeming feature of
it revelry Is that it is generbased upon the desire to
n others happy,
he point is that we are too inled to make a fetish of ChristI. M»in St,
over the real meaning
the day with its far-reaching
libilities for year-round, dayday-out application and after
R-HOUR ihort surge of good will rese into the common state of
RVICE I selfishness which, consciousor unconsciously, warps our
ckton's Most s and renders us Christians in
o-Date Df, ne only the rest of the year,
Plant f his, then, is the year when
rtlng
t short-sighted selfishness of
j BOIS "s can well lead us into a cata>m from which revivification
y be years in coming. (The
Hsian theory that is not at all
mnA El IX^
Tobable from the recent trend
V8S88
;blngs.)
It Is time we were
? a little "moral re-arming"
if you can think of a more
leal time to start than Christ'»let's hear about it.
this Christmas, peoples in
of peace will dedicate themto the ideology as well as
spirit of Jesus Christ, it may
bo possible to restore a world
er which does
not regard
ss the basis for settling disles.
e are living in a world in
political ideology dominand relies little upon reIdeology; in short, the rel«fl of the Middle Ages when
J-hurch dominated politics.
"e sweet day—you name it—
II ^ going to achieve the midtoad, when he learns to live
biles which he knows deep
in his heart are true.
, here's to a Christmas of
rr weaning, greater beauty,
,er joy and more faithful,
lnK service.
And in the
of Dickens' immortal Tiny
* God bless us every one!"
TlO\
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Funsters Begin
Gras Costumes
Annual Mardi Gras Is Set for
April 5; Norman Lamb Chairman
Gra?ei«ennnur* fUn. fans! Pacific's «fth annual Mardi
0ur town under the direction of
Norm on
k W&1
the
n^° promises to tak® P^ific back to
Stooktivn r
J „! annual extravaganza will arrive at
btockton Civic Auditorium on April 5, 1940.
Norman Lamb, who is a mem-*
ber of the executive committee
and a prominent Pacific violin
ist, has already appointed people
to head up the various com
mittees. Tony Ficovitch has
charge of decorations, which will
be something new and different
to carry out this year's Gras
theme according to Chairman
Lamb. The costumes committee,
whose purpose is to make avail
able costumes for rent, will be
headed by Melba Jean Loyd. Pat
Dunlap will be in charge of fi
nances. Herman Sapiro's com
mittee will select the orchestra
for the ball.
PRIZE AWARDS
Plans are being made for other
attractions besides dancing, to
add to the interest and enjoy
ment of the participants. Prizes
will be awarded for the most
original costume, the best dressed
person, the funniest costume, the
most appropriate costume, and
the best matched couple.
Pacific's Mardi Gras is an imi
tation of the New Orleans fun
frolic. It came to Pacific's cam
pus back in the spring of 1936,
when Max Childress was stu
dent body president. That year
Ed Simonsen, whose original
idea It was, directed the affair.
Since then It has been Pacific's
one big social event of the year,
put on In true festive fashion.
QUEEN CROWNED
As In former years a queen
will be featured. She will be
elected by the Pacific Student
Association and will be crowned
during the costume ball.
Admittance will be by student
body card only. One card will
admit a couple. Alumni will be
admitted by Alumni Association
cards. Even the faculty mem
bers and their wives or friends
will be admitted. It is the one
time of the year when conven
tions are discarded, when staid
professors let down their hair,
and when chemistry sharks for
get their formulae and test
tubes.
•
o

Three Experts
Argue on ,
Town Meeting

Pacific's own radio-listening
and discussion group, who meet
in the new S.C.A. building on
Thursday evenings at 6:00 p. m.
heard another "Town Meeting of
the Air" program last evening.
The topic of the evening's pro
gram was "America and Japan
Embargo or New Treaty."
Three veterans of Far Eastern
affairs, a missionary, a diplomat,
and a commander-in-chief of the
United States Asiatic Fleet, re
cently retired, argued on the
question, on the air. They were
William R. Castle, former Am
bassador to Japan; Rear Ad
miral Harry E. Yarnell, United
States Navy, retired; and Dr.
Walter Judd, of the Medical Col
lege in Shansi Province, China.
James Rideout was chosen
chairman of publicity for the
campus group and Galen "Stub"
Harvey was elected gene r-a 1
chairman for the remainder of
the term. The group meets for
dinner In the S.C.A. lounge and
then listens to the radio pro
gram, following the program
with a discussion of the eve
ning's question.
Students interested in public
affairs and this particular broad
cast series are cordially invited
Jbfng about Christmas ap- to attend the group meetings.
"tore to young and old alike The dinners served before the
Purchasing and wrapping meeting cost 15 cents each.
neV
The careful window*
'?> the milling at the coun,n
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c«iof
HAVE YOU
the repeated trial and er'h the effort to get someTAKEN IT?
#fr,EXACTLY ri8ht (mostly
iind
b1
w the case of the feminine
Those
students who did
1
the exultation of carrynot take the Thurstone Psy
ie your delicious secret
chological and Achievement
.
r**
then
keeping it hidden
Tests last September, or at
,-r."
any other time, are required
I prying eyes and finally
to take these examinations
^ c ' 11 up" with all the elelove> hope and paon January 13, 9:°° a. m.Jto
$1 • n ' to
; *-,L Can command over ten
12:30
p. m., in the Auditori
A
6^
isco
um, in order to continue
' . s~~these are the delights
lbUP t° the penultimate
their registration and pro
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h °v,ment when the loved one
«i>V or her gift.
- rcnove the thrill of seeing
ceiver open the gift, the
^nsatlons still remain the
Continued on Page 2

vide for their enrollment in
the spring semester.

This announcement was
made by Professor L. L.
Windmiller, registrar of the
Junior College.

GRAS HEAD

NORMAN LAMB, is already
busy in his capacity of Mardl
Gras chairman. Among other
things he has done in prepara
tion for the event are the ap
pointment of committees and the
definite date set aside of April 5.

"Hell Week"
Condemned
at Meet

Roundtree
Vice-Prexy
of C.S.T.A.
C.O.P. Student Is
Delegate at Student
Teachers' Meeting
Leslie Roundtree, student of
the College of Pacific, was elect
ed vice-president of the Califor
nia Student Teachers' Associa
tion at their meeting held last
week-end.
Roundtree had been selected
by the teachers In the Stockton
elementary schools to represent
this district at the Los Angeles
meeting, and he returned a vicepresident. Last year Shay Barnett had the honor to be chosen
from the high school.
EXPENSES PAID
As delegate, Roundtree had all
his expenses paid during his stay
at the Biltmore Hotel, where the
meetings were held.
Other officers chosen at the
meeting were president, Arthur
Brown of San Jose; and secre-i
tary-treasurer, Martin Cabalzar of
Humboldt State Teachers' Col
lege. These officers will attend
one state-wide meeting, and
Roundtree will go to two regional
meetings which will probably be
held in the bay region, in San
Francisco, during the year in
which they will serve.
The purpose of the meeting of
the organization is to encourage
the meetings of the student teach
ers, and to discuss matters of
prime importance today.
DANGEROUS TREND
The principal topic of discus
sion at the meeting concerned
the trend to cut down the money
alloted to education for the bene
fit of 'the old age pensions and
their equivalent. Educational op
portunities and expenditures have
already been curtailed in the Mid
west, and while California has
not yet yielded there is some
danger.

Erwin Looks COP MEETS
DRAKE IN
Around
Washington WORD WAR
"Foreign" Correspondent
Still Arguing 'Self
By ERWIN FARLEY
Washington, D. C., Special Re
lease—Can debate and sociology
go hand in hand? or, sociolebate,
the middle way, or with a Rover
Boy In Washington.
FARLEY'S LOGIC

V V
It seems to me, following the
arguments of argumentum ad
populum, ipso facto, sine qua
non, post hoc ergo propter hoc,
and Barnes Handbook, that if I
can produce the case of one in
dividual who has been able to
live at peace with himself, at
the same time being a disciple of
both debate and sociology, then
I will have proved my point.
First turn to his home life.
Our hero resides in a modest,
three-room apartment only a fif
teen-minute ride on the Capitol
Transit from the White House,
not that it does him Any good.
A colored maid, two telephones,
two radios, tile bathroom and
shower, kitchen with electric ice
box and new stove all make the
apartment seem quite first-class.
BEGINS TO LEARN
Secondly, let us focus our at
tention on the academic life of
this organism already under our
microscope. The Graduate School
of Public Affairs of American
University is favored by our
boy's attendance for six hours of
study. The well-stocked library
of the National Institute of Pub
lic Affairs the opening orienta
tion program, visits to the Dies
Committee hearings, Capitol Hill
doings, advice from the institute
staff, etc., have all contributed
to his increasing knowledge of
national affairs.
Finally, how about the extra
curricular life of our hero? Here
again, he seems to be o. k. Just
yesterday, Rachmaninoff enter
tained our young Washingtonian
in Constitution Hall — better
known as the place where Ma
rion Anderson did not sing. Other
parts of the entertainment pro
gram have been the Navy-Dart
mouth game, parties, movies,
picnics, drives, meetings, dances,
etc. Good clean fun for all con
cerned.

Drake University Argues
With C.O.P. Over
Embargo Question
The two barnstorming debate
teams from Drake University of
Des Moines, Iowa, last night met
two PSA teams in Anderson Hall.
Both debates were on the sub
ject of export embargoes on bel
ligerent nations.
The newly-formed combination
of Gladys Bartholomew, senior
veteran, and seasoned sophomore,
Lois Archibald, met the Drake
women's team. The affirmative
was upheld by the visitors, Veda
Ponikvar, sophomore from Chisholm, Minnesota, and Celine Kopriva, senior from Pokahontas,
Iowa.
YOUNG DRAKES
The Drake men defended the
negative, opposing the varsity
team of Martin Pulich, senior,
and Bill Biddick, junior. The
Drake team, more limited in
years of debate experience, was
composed of sophomore Alfred
Silver from Des Moines and
junior Robert Kraft from Mapleton, Iowa.
The visiting foursome has been
on tour since December 6, and
expects to return to Des Moines
December 23. The tour extends
over 5500 miles of the West and
Southwest, and includes eleven
engagements in nine states. The
travelers arrived in Stockton
Thursday afternoon, coming di
rectly from Los Angeles, where
they debated U.C.L.A. Wednesday
evening. Today they are pro
ceeding to Berkeley to engage
the U.C. varsity.

Prexy Packs Bags;

Attends N.S.F.A.
i

Atkinson Leaves for Minnesota
to Attend Student Congress
Student Body President Ernie Atkinson will be pack
ing his red flannels next week and leaving for Minnea
polis, Minnesota, to attend the fifteenth annual congress
of the National Student Federation of America from De
cember 27 through December 31.

TRAVELER

ERNIE ATKINSON not only
acts as student body president of
Pacific, but also he will jour
ney to Minnesota to the National
Student Federation of America
meeting. This will be the third
time a Pacific student has at
tended the national meeting.

The University of Minnesota
will act as host to student dele
gates from more than two hun
dred colleges, large and small,
in the United States, including
such colleges as U. S. C. and
Fresno State on the Pacific
Coast. Atkinson will be the third
PSA representative to attend an
N. S. F. A. convention.
NEWS RELEASES
Weekly dispatches of student
problems and their solution by
college governing groups are
sent out by this national organi
zation. At the annual conven
tions students discuss national,
international, and campus prob
lems which may have effect on
college life.
Features of this congress in
clude small, informal roundtable discussions with expert ma
terial and resources, and a stu
dent government clinic in which
experienced student leaders will
give special attention to ailing
student government. Nationally
known leaders in the field of
education and publio affairs will
address the group.
WAR QUESTION
The major topic for discussion
will probably be "How Can the
United States Keep Out of War?
Student-faculty relationship and
student government as a whole
will also receive much attention.
But education is not the only
idea of this congress, for with
lots of snow in sight, a big
sleigh ride and a formal dance
have been planned. In addition
to these there is skating, skiing,
tobogganing, and other winter
sports. The twin cities of Min
neapolis and, St. Paul also offer
much in the" line of shows and
entertainment during the holi
day season.
BRAYLE'S INFLUENCE
The PSA has been an N. S. F.
A. member for almost a year.
Two years ago George Brayle
was sent to Albuquerque, New
Mexico, as an observer to bring
back a detailed report of the
federation's activities. His re
port influenced the Ex. Commit
tee to join.
Trevor Griffiths was chosen as
delegate last year to go to Pur
due University in Lafayette, In
diana. On his return he acted
as "middle man" between the
N. S. F. A. and the Executive
Committee.

ACCOMPANIED BY COACH
While they were on the campus
the women's team stayed- at Tau
National Interfrat
Kappa Kappa, while the men
Discusses Problems
were quartered at Omega Phi
Alpha. The teams are accom
NEW SIZE
NEW YORK CITY— (ACP)~panied by Debate Coach John R.
Public relations, "hell week," and
Gabrielson and his wife.
TYPE
leadership are the three most im
In the spring the PSA teams
The PACIFIC WEEKLY
portant -problems of fraternities
who make the trip to the national
joined the Independent last
Student Interest
today.
tournament in Tennessee will
week in using their new
At least that is the conclusion
have
a
return
engagement
with
Brings Response
eight-point body type, giv
to be drawn from the fact that
Drake in Des Moines. Both
ing a more readable type
these three subjects drew the
C.O.P. and Drake are member
face than the old seven
(NSFA) — Increasing interest
most discussion by speakers and
schools of Pi Kappa Delta, na on the part of college students
point.
resolutions committees at the
tional honorary collegiate foren
Along with the new size
in the use of the educational film
annual meeting here of the Na
type, the Stockton Daily
sic society.
CONCLUSION
brought a great many inquiries
tional Interfraternlty Conference.
Independent resumed its
o
six-days-a-week publication
Thus we have seen that one
into the National Student Federa
BAD PUBLICITY
schedule with no increase in
subject to both debate and so
tion office.
Hell week was condemned be
subscription price. This is
ciology can live a well-integrated
cause it has been exploited by
NEW FILMS
merely one of many changes
life.
These two schools of
national publications to throw a
inaugurated
by
the
new
thought,
debate
and
sociology,
poor light on fraternity activities.
The Harmon Foundation, 140
head man, Mr. E. P. Gosling.
can be harmonious.
National picture magazines were
Nassau Street, New York City,
also condemned for their use of
has recently announced two new
posed pictures which showed un
films to be distributed by their
favorable fr.iternity activities. It
Division of Visual Experiment.
Special programs of interest to The first, "The Lord Helps Those
was pointed out that these pic
the
listeners
in
the
inland
valleys
tures "cause parental objection
—Who Help Each Other," is a
are being released over the fa story of the cooperative move
that offers an obstacle to the
cilities of the National Broad ment in Nova Scotia. Rental fee FALSE ALARMS
pledging of men by any chapter
casting Company. "The City of is $4.50 per showing. The sec
In the country."
St. Francis" is a new series of ond, "Clasping Hand," is a story COST COLLEGE
To develop leaders In the fradramas which tell the story of of the development of good citi
urged chapters to hold leaderChristmas
Tree
Is
an
Old
German
the founding of San Francisco. zenship in French school children PROTECTION
ternity movement, s p e a k e r s
Beginning
with the Portola Ex through cooperative action in
ship schools. "At a leadership
Custom; Tin Tells Fortunes
pedition and coming up to the their daily school life.
school it is possible to have pres
A constant series of false
present time the history of that
ent only those alumni who have
Perhaps the best known dis alarms culminating in the third
city
is
presented
in
authentic
and
By "HANK" STEIN
something to offer and who are
tributor of educational films is of the year turned in during the
Christmas is a most beautiful feast in my former colorful chapters.
the Museum of Modern Art at 11 heavy fog last Wednesday night
genuinely interested in inspiring
Special five-minute broadcasts West 53rd Street, New York are fast making Stockton fire
and instructing the active mem country of Austria. It is a deeply religious feast for the
may
be
heard
over
KGO
Monday
City. The Museum has collected men firm in their dislike for
bers In conformity with the best grown ups, a feast of joy and surprise for the children.
Friday at 9:30 p. m. valuable films outlining the his modern collegians — or whoever
ideals and traditions of the fra
Three weeks before Christmas, the business activity through
ternity," one speaker pointed out. begins. All stores are open the three Sundays before KPO carries the same City of St. toric development of the Amer turns in false alarms from the
Francis
program Monday ican movie. The National Coun local campus.
CUT HONORARIES
the celebration, the so-called*
Although this dislike has not
The conference also adopted a bronze, silver, and golden soup, or poppy soup. We do through Friday at 10:30 p. m. cil of the Young Men's Christian
Both
networks,
KPO
and
KGO,
as
yet resulted in official action,
Association,
347
Madison
Avenue,
resolution which urged a reduc Sundays. It is a Christmas at not know the meaning of this;
tion in the number of honorary mosphere which prevails—snow maybe it is another symbol of carry a half hour progi-am be New York City, has done valu it can only make Stockton fire
ginning at 9:30 p. m. every Sat able work in distributing educa authorities reluctant to serve a
fraternities and activity societies. in the streets, people carrying fertility.
urday night. ,
tional films through its motion call from the campus. Every
It was pointed out that many of their trees home, children pre TIN BOILED
moment lost through the skepti
Sunday, December 24, KGO picture bureau.
these have "no social value to the paring Christmas cribs in the
Another custom is to throw a will carry a Christmas Eve Com
cism of downtown firemen may
student and no educational value churches.
piece of tin into boiling water, munity Sing from 7:30 to 9:00 p. BACKERS
mean hundreds of dollars of dam
to the institution."
and when it comes out it has as< m. KGO and the Blue network
age should a real blaze get under
GERMANIC CUSTOM
A report by Dr. Alvan E. Duerr,
The entire educational film way. "Wolf, wolf!" will have
sumed a certain shape. If, for carry the "Community Sing"
The
Christmas
tree
is
an
old
chairman of the scholarship com
instance, it looks like a heart, from 8:05 to 8:30 p. m. Christ movement has been given impe been called far too often to
mittee of the conference, showed Germanic custom; it is the sym that means love or friendship;
tus by such organizations as the arouse the Stockton smoke-eat
mas Eve.
bol of nature and of life. For
that for the tenth successive
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation of ers.
o
lights we have only candles, the if it's like a cross, it has some
year fraternity men had sur
Dean of Men James H. Corson
New York City which has been
symbol of the stars of the night religious significance. In one
passed non-fraternity students In when Jesus was born. Apples village, I saw three young boys
working to develop • a type of emphasized the importance of
scholarship in 178 American col and other fruits are on the trees riding on a white horse. There $1,000 FOR
"film forum" in which the mo the problem, saying, "It's terri
leges and universities. A total as symbols of fertility, cakes in are many other customs to be
tion picture takes the place of ble. Some way must be found
STUDENT
of 86,132 undergraduate fratern the form of hearts or rings as found in some places.
the speaker. There is an Asso to solve the problem. I'm not
ity men in 2,338 chapters were in symbols of friendship.
CITY QUIET
ciation
of School Film Libraries, at all convinced that it's a stu
Scholarships totalling $20,000
There are no performances of
cluded in the scholastic record.
9
Rockefeller
Plaza, New York dent's doing, but its correction
Only on Christmas eve and
will be given to twenty to
theatres
or
movies
on
Christmas
City,
and
an
Educational Film may well be a matter for stu
the days after is the tree illum
twenty-five stddents through
dent action and cooperation."
eve,
the
city
seems
to
be
quiet;
inated. The
family stands
out the United States in the fall, Catalogue.published by the H. W.
Chairman of Student Affairs
Real Christmas,
everybody
stays
home.
The
around the tree, and before the
1940 semester, by the Harvard Wilson Company, 96 University Committee Martin Pulich asked,
Christmas
tree
is
the
place
Avenue,
New
York
City.
children get their presents folk
Business School.
"Why don't they grow up? Of
Santa And All,
The United States Government course, we'll take up the matter
songs are sung, old and beauti where the family gathers, the
The amount will vary accord
ful folk songs. In some com midnight service the place where ing to the needs of the student. also has available a great many as soon as we can."
for S. C. A.
munities, especially in the Alps, the community gives thanks for If a satisfactory record is achieved interesting films through its
Several suggestions for solu
Having a jolly Santa Claus, the
the children get their presents the outgoing year, where they the first year, the applicant will United States Film Service, Wash tion have been advanced, but no
S.C.A. celebrated Christmas last
on Christmas morning in their celebrate the night of Bethle be assured of adequate financial ington, D. C. No rental fee is one has been decided upon as
Monday evening from 7:30 to 9 beds; the "Christmas child" has hem.
charged on government films and yet. Decision upon some defi
There are cribs in all churches assistance through scholarships, the only cost to the exhibitor is nite line of action will probably
o'clock.
brought them.
loans,
jobs,
and
other
types
of
Members of the various com
made of wood or of wax, some
be announced soon.
the cost of transportation.
of them made by artists, es aid to permit him to complete
mittees were Mae Weigart, gen CHRISTMAS PYRAMIDE
o—
the
work
for
his
M.B.A.
degree
pecially
in
the
Alp
villages,
very
A
very
interesting
custom
is
eral chairman; Don Fellers, dec
in
the
second
year.
Art on Display
orations; Marge Lee and Stub the Christmas Pyramide instead old pieces. I remember I saw
DESIGNING
o
Harvey, program; Dixie Lee of a tree, with candles on the one, made in the 14th century.
in Weber Hall
Shaw, leader of games, assisted edges and ridges. There are UNFORGETTABLE
BOB BOVEY
It is something you will never Fotos Given
by' Mildred Baptista and Sam Christmas plays around the trees
A display of art work, one
Senior football manager
or Pyramides—some of them forget your whole life, a mid
Takagishi.
by students of the Chouinard
and artistically minded Bob
The part of Santa Claus was modern, others very old. Boys night service in a mountain vil Library
Bovey deserves a great deal
Art Institute at Lo.s Angeles,
enacted by Stub Harvey. Pres go around in some communities lage in the Alps. The peasants
more
praise
than
the
pre
is
posted in the halls of the
"Minicam,"
amateur
photogra
coming
far
from
the
mountains
ents of apples and candy canes singing of the birth of Jesus.
occupation of WEEKLY edi
second floor of Weber Hall and
They receive things to eat and by means of skis or walking for phy magazine, has presented the
were given to each guest.
tors over the last two weeks
will be up until January 12.
Decorated with a tree and drink in the houses they pass, hours through the deep snow library with a portfolio of pho
has
been
able
to
permit.
This is one of a scries sent
tographs
by
well-known
modern
green and red trimmings, the up and mark the doors with three with a torch in the hand, to at
The reason? Bob it was
out by the school to Colleges and
masters.
tend
the
service.
crosses,
which
means
"God
pro
stairs hall of Anderson Hall felt
who designed the new nameJunior Colleges, to give those in
The pictures, excellent for
Christmas is a feast, which
the thumping of dancing the Rhy- tect this house."
plate for the streamlined
terested a chance to see the type
their
composition
and
effective
There are other customs, some combines Christianity and old
lander, the playing of games, and
PACIFIC WEEKLY of 1939of work accomplished without
ness,
were
given
names
by
Mr.
earth
bound
German
traditions,
of
them
typically
pagean,
like
'40. Don't you like it?
heard the singing of Christmas
visiting the school itself.
A. C. Gerould.
eating a specially-prepared fish a feast of old and young.
carols.

Theatres, Movies Dark—
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Miss McManUS
KNOWS,
Will Marry
DO YOU?
Tomorrow
«Xurn about's fair play." So
NOBODY

this week students are in for
their share of attention. Well
Ossified by this point in the
semester, collegians will not be
flowed any cuts in this column.
jvfost annoying of all are the
students who talk to themselves.
Take the debaters for instance.
They orate without regard of
time, piace> or people. Have you
a member of the
ever seen
forensic squad pacing across the
lawns, notes in one hand, the
other waving with emphasis,
only the breezes moved by his
o:,ration? They come forth with
the flowers in spring, tra-la.
Closely related to the debater
are "we of the theatre." You
hear the sobbing of a bereaved
mother, the sneer of a villian,
me rantings of an adolescent,
and you open the door of the
next room to discover a potenfial Cornell or Barrymore re
hearsing lines, dramatically ig
norant of the fact you're trying
to learn something also.
1 There is, of course, always the
student in the library who can't
look at a printed page or scrib. b]e a paragraph without grumb
ling word for word what's be
fore him. Surely, you are ac
quainted with the poetical type,
exemplified by a columnist in
this paper, who after chatting
| with himself is inspired to create
; a rhyme or two of blank verse.
1 (That sounds ambiguous, but it's
paradoxical). Then there is the
room-mate who talks in his sleep
and yours too. He's the only one
you don't mind and wish you
could understand.
Incidentally, the other day
Leslie Knoles was seen talking
to Leslie Knoles, and Jean An
drews to Bonnie Smith.
Sent to college to give the pro
fessor a nervous breakdown are
students who:
Consistently come to class late.
Come twice as many times as
the class is scheduled to meet.
Always know the answer be
fore the question has been asked.
Fill in every pause with their
own comments.
Chew gum with their mouth
open and their eyes closed.
Are varsity men and therefore
expect special consideration.
Pass notes but never take any.
Write term papers of twentyfive typed pages.
Never use
regulation size
paper.
Even misspell their own name
Never laugh at the jokes.
Take make-ups like pills—one
after every exam.
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A Christmas party was enjoyed
Art Tatum lit by the members of the House
in above the r* hold Arts and Science Club at
i all departmetl the home of Miss Adina Wiens
last Wednesday evening. The
evening was spent popping pop
corn and playing jacks before
the open fire.

Popcorn, Jacks
for Party

Professor Colliver of College
of Pacific will perform the ceretomorrow afternoon which
join in matrimony the hands
Helen McManus and Paul
Dowdall.
The wedding will take place
0 P- m., at the home of Mr.
ath 3
and Mrs. George H. Sawyer of
Waterford, California and will
be
private informal ceremony
with just parents of the bride
and groom and a few close
friends present.
The couple plan to spend a
short honeymoon at Monterey
after which they will return to
Stockton where they are going
make their home.
Miss McManus is the daughter
£ Mrs. Ruth W. McManus of
Pasadena and is a member of
Alpha Theta Tau sorority. She
has been at Pacific for the past
three and a half years and
plans to come back next term
'o complete her course.
Mr. Dowdall is the son of Mrs.
Maude Dowdall of Oakland, Cali
fornia and was a former stu
dent of College of the Pacific.
* * •

Mistletoe, Blue
and Silver
for Co-op
The Pacific Co-op congratu
lated itself last Friday evening
upon holding one of its most
successful parties. A blue and
silver Christmas tree and plenty
of mistletoe added to the gaiety
of the occasion.
Patrons and partonesses were
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Stocking,
Mr. and Mrs. George McGirk,
and Mr. Doug Dashiell. Janet
Lehman was chairman of the
party, Nina Turkatte was in
charge of decorations, and Char
lotte Smith was in charge of
refreshments. Other guests were:
Ema Ruth Gillette, Doris Han
cock, Merriam Spuller, Jackie
Ong, Beverley Meyer, Barbara
Durst, Gladys Hotchkiss, Jean
Follette, Marge Lee, Mary Jane
Dashiell, Carolyn Grubbs, Aline
Durst, Rachel Martin, Mary
Lomprey, John Fannucchi, Andy
Prescott, Irvin Grubbs, Herman
Spindt, Fred Garrison, Bill Work
man, Walter Fellers, Orville
Geofrey, Bud Jessups, Bill Clampitt, Jim Matheson, A1 Miller,
Bill Becker, Sherman Chavoor,
Charles Durham, Carl Binford,
and Buford Bush.

FACULTY DAMES
FEATURE
READINGS
The annual Christmas party of
the "Faculty Dames," which
consists of the wives of the
teachers of Stockton Junior Col
lege and College of Pacific, was
held at the Epsilon Lambda
Sigma Sorority house on Wed
nesday, December 13.
Readings telling about the
Christmas customs in various
lands were given by Mrs. W. J.
Hobin, France; Mrs. L. L.
O'Bryon, Holland; Mrs. J. H.
Jonte, Sweden; Mrs. O. Ucheta,
Germany; Mrs. G. H. Colliver,
America; Mrs. F. E. Steinhauser,
Mexico; and Mrs. L. Forkner,
China.
Musical numbers were ren
dered by a trio consisting of
Mrs. E. C. Larson; Mrs. H. I.
Brown; and Mrs. M. Eiselen.
Christmas carols were also sung
by a group of the "Faculty
Dames."

GROOM TO BE

SOCIETY
BETTY DIXON, Editor

Christmas Is Dance
Theme at Tau
Kappa Kappa

M A R K P A R S O N S , better
known to all Pacific as Mick, the
basketball star, will marry Alleen McGirk, daughter of the Pa
cific Co-op house mother, on De
cember 29. The engagement was
announced at a meeting of the
Co-op held last Monday evening,
ning.

Mr. Parsons to
Wed Local
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. George McGirk
announced the engagement of
their daughter, Aileen to Mick
Parsons, class of '38, at dinner
at
the Pacific Co-operative
House last Monday evening.
The wedding will be on De
cember 29 at eight o'clock in
the Holt Memorial Chapel of
the Central Methodist Church.
The bride will be attended by
Polly Parsons, sister of the
groom, and the best man will
be Gene Martin.
Miss McGirk attended the Uniersity of California for a year
and a half. The mother of the
bride-to-be is house mother of
the Pacific Co-op House, of
which the groom was a member
for one year.
Mr. Parsons, a graduate of
Stockton High School, went to
Pacific for five years and was
prominent in athletics. He now
has a teaching position at Mo
desto High School. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. M. N. Parsons
of Oakdale.

Kringle Gives
Archartia
Gift

Gifts

•

Club o''
..rm i-1" rpvjuii
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Archania celebrated its 85th
Christmas party last night after
the regular business meeting.
Members of the house exchanged
gifts, which were presented to
them by Kris Kringle (George
Tomasini, the house president).
Miss Martha Pierce, house
mother, was presented with an
auto robe made up of the house
colors, blue and gold. A beau
tiful electric clock was Miss
Pierce's gift to the members.
The pledges completed the tra
ditional event by serving refresh
ments of cider and doughnuts.
Bill Hunefeld was chairman of
the refreshment committee.

•

meeting W

versity of Wisconsin alumni live
A group of Stockton Junior
in the Badger state.
College students entertained a
group of parsons and their wives
at Brentwood last Monday with
a Christmas program.
. weK *
In an attractive room decorated
;lnk
with greens and a large Christ
mas tree in the Brentwood Meth
cental
odist Church, Hank Stein, Charles
twenty
Chuck" Wood, tenor, Thalia
Heim, accompanist, and Galen
£«>«
'Stub" Harvey, master of cere
monies and pianist, entertained
•hn
the packed room, after a sumptu
1tl^KLd
njor ac
ous turkey lunch, with music and
™
« nCe ^ .
stories of Christmas here and in
^Perfectly combined in
other lands.
ionHank Stein gave an interest
Holeproof Hosiery .. . the
ing talk on "Christmas in My
beauty, the quality every woman
Crepes . . » Satins . . . Homeland." Harvey accom
loves! The newest, most correct colWools . . - Candlewick panied the audience in several
.,. many weights. We II help you
... Prints .. - Bright Hues Christmas carols and played two
make your choice .. - and pack your
10
piano solos, a novelty and a med
, , . Pastels . . •
sift in a lovely Christmas box at no
ley of carols. Charles Wood
3.95 up to 29.75
extra charge.
sang three songs, closing with
13®'
the ever beautiful "Silent Night."
Rev. Glenn Young, pastor of
1 PAIRS in festive
AC
"* star-studded gift box ^Ae
the Escalon Methodist Commun
Gowns . . • 1.95 to 6.95 ity Church, alumnus of Pacific,
3 Pairs in Gift Box
S2.00
Slips - . - • 1-95 to 3.95 and president of the Oakland Dis
^oleproof !i the only hosiery that has both
Bed Jackets 1.95 to 5.95 trict Parsonage Club, was gen
•ne Good Housekeeping Guarantee and the
*eal of the Better Fabrics Testing Bureau.
eral chairman of the program.
7, to Plan.
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Robes...
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Lingerie...
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Hosiery...
Merry
Christmas
Students

Katten t
Marengo Inc.

Chiffons . . - Service
Ombres . - • Clox|.„,
85c to 1.50
Handkerchiefs . . . Sweaters . . .
Scarfs . . . Blouses . . . Bags

DONOVAN'S
SMART SHOP
536 E. MAIN ST.
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"They met 'neath the mistle
toe" at Tau Kappa Saturday
evening, December 9 and rang in
the Christmas season with due
celebration.
Garlands of cedar decorated
with red and silver balls strung
diagonally across the room
formed the setting for the dance.
A silver and red Christmas tree,
red candelabra, clusters of silver
leaves, and miniature snow
scenes added variety to the deco
rations.
Five members of Herb La
Berge's orchestra played for
dancing from 9:00 to 1:00 a. m.
and featured a medley of Christ
mas tunes.
Gifts were distributed by Kris
Kringle in person during the
course of the evening.

Good Girls Get Sororities,
Rewards at
Frats, in
Epsilon
Exchange
There've been some mighty
good girls over at Epsilon 'cause
Santa Claus visited there last
night. After speculating as to
whether he could slid down the
chimney or not, he gave up that
idea and stalked right in the
front door, much to the sorority
sister's surprise. Who says there
"ain't no Santa Claus?"
Santa unloaded his brimming
bag of gifts, and found a special
gift for the house mother, Mrs.
Flack. He did have a special
treat for the big, little girls, how
ever—pop-corn balls! The girls,
dressed as kiddies, spent the rest
of the evening singing songs.
*
#
*

Nineteen New
Zetagatheans

Mu Zeta Rho celebrated the
Christmas season with a dinner
and party Wednesday evening.
Gifts were given to the house
by the members and pledges.
Pat Carson, social chairman,
was in charge of the entertain
ment for the evening which con
sisted of groups of pledges, soph
omores, juniors and seniors giv
ing skits.
The theme of the decorations
throughout the house was red
and green, with the Christmas
tree serving as the center of
attraction. Bernardine Badger
was in charge of the refresh
ments.
*

*

*

Omega Phi
in Disney
Christmas
Kid's costumes were the vogue
for Omega Phis and their guests
last night at the Christmas
party which was held from eight
until ten-thirty at the fraternity
house.
Decorations consisted of car
toons of Gulliver's Travels, Mic
key Mouse, and other Walt
Disney characters. Santa Claus
was also there and distributed
gifts to each person.
Entertainment was provided
for by Doug Cossitt, Bill Dean,
and Les Knoles.
Jerry Cincinatto, Joe Tudor as
sisted by the pledges served re
freshments.
The decorations committee con
sisted of Roger Cross, Ben
Hamn, and Trevor Griffiths.
* * »

By CLAYTON LONG
Despite satirical comments
made in last week's WEEKLY by
a weakly reporter concerning the
Second Faculty Concert of Tues
day night last, the "Three Mos
quitoes" (Allan Bacon, organist;
J. Henry Welton, tenor; and H. I.
Brown, violinist) bit deeply into
the spirit of things and presented
one of the most unique, versatile
and colorful faculty concerts that
townspeople and campus inhabi
tants have witnessed in many-aday.
After-concert confabs seemed to
favor Allan Bacon's "A-B-C-D"
original composition ("Nocturns"), Brown's deft handling of
the Mendelssohn "E minor Con
certo" and Welton's "free-for-all,"
finessed interpretation of Mac
Gimsey's "Shadrack" as being the
high-points of the evening.
The three pedagogues, assisted
by Miriam Burton, pianist, in
novated a spectacular finale to
the program in an organ-voiceviolin-piano arrangement of Mor
tar's "The Minstrel," which by
original intention singled out
Welton as soloist, but was gen
erally fine from the "mass-pro
duction" standpoint. The accom
panying of Beatrice Walton Bodley and Miss Burton deserves
honorable mention, also.
»
* *
The A Cappella Choir concludes
today one of its busiest and "noteable" (aside from its spring tour)
appearance-runs in months when
it appears this afternoon before
the Philomathean Club members,
presenting a Yule-season pro
gram.
Already this week the group,
directed by J. Russell Bodley, has
given three other programs. The
first of these was presented in
keeping with a "tradition" be
tween the Choir and the Stock
ton Music Club in which the
"party-of-the-first-part" has an
nually for several years past
staged an evening of singing and
special numbers by soloists. Nor
man Lamb, violinist, accom
panied by Thelia Heim, played
the "Adagio" by De Beriot for an
intermission piece on this special
occasion.
On Wednesday the A Cappellites entered the Girls' League of
the local high school with their
colorful "Christmas Choralogue"
and topped off the Christmas
spirit on Pacific's campus with
the same work in yesterday's allcollege assembly.

MOTHERS ARE
GUESTS AT
YULE FETE

Miss Smith
Entertains

Barhizon Unmentionables

mas 1"

BLUE CHOSEN
COLOR NOTE
AT DORM

Gowns, Satin
and Dosche

Gowns, Crepe Gartiere

4.00
Pajamas, Satin Seraphim

6.00
Pajamas, Crepe Lagere

4.00

Lounge Robes, Crepe
Lagere

4.00
Slips, Satin Dosche

Hostesses and
Hosts Receive
Members of the host-hostesses
class of the Junior College en
tertained at a series of events
last week.
A tea was given by Virginia
Hanson, Eloise Lambert, and
Joan Edwards on Wednesday
afternoon. Twenty guests were
present.
J u n e Simpson entertained
seven guests at a birthday din
ner Wednesday evening, and
later in the evening Margaret
Harmon and LaVerne Nichols
were hostesses at a bridge party.
Dinners were given by Roberta
Kirkley and Winifred Randall
on Thursday and Saturday
nights.
Hank Stein was honored by
Florence Newberry and A1 Irwin
at an informal tea Sunday.

Seraphim

5.50 and 6.00

Members of Women's Hall
gathered around their bluelighted Christmas tree for a
party last Wednesday evening at
nine. Gifts were exchanged and
were donated to the poor chil
dren.
A feature of the evening was
when refreshments were served,
and the dishes which have Re
cently been placed in the Hall
were used for the first time.
* * •

3.50 and 4.00
Slips, Satin Seraphim

2.25

and

2.50

White, Petals
Blush, Black,
Exclusive with
Smith & Lang

Slips, Crepe Lagere

1.69
Panties, Satin Dosche

>

2.00

Have You Thought of
Perfume? Compacts? Soaps?

Beauty Primer... Hand Lotion, Skin
Lotion, Cleansing Cream, Orange
Skin Cream, Cream Amoretta, Lip
stick, Nail Polish, All-Day Foundation

Another perfect gift for your roomie is a bottle of fine perfume or cologne
. . . Schioparelli, Lentheric, Charbert, D. . . Schiaparelli, Lentheric, Charbert, D
Secret de Suzanne, Prince Matchabelli

Single Bottle and Sets

Cream, Illusion Powder in a red or
blue book-box

'5.00

1.00 to 5.00

Special Treasurette. . . C l e a n s i n g
Orange Skin Cream, Special Astrin

Compacts

JEWELER

Novelty Soaps

gent, Cream Amoretta, Cameo and

Jeweled and Enameled — Dorothy Gray,

Illusion powders in a little pink and

PACIFIC

Tussy, Yardley.

g o l d e n b o x . « . • • # • « « * .. ^ 2 . 9 5

Packaged in gift boxes—Wrisley, Boycemore, Prince Matchabelli, Y a r d 1 e y, Old
Spice.

$37.50 up

WALTHAM

$12.75 up

ELGIN

$12.75 up

GRUEN

NOTES

Pan-Hellenic and the InterFraternity council met last Mon
day evening at Epsilon Lambda
Sigma. Pan-Hellenic president,
Marguriete Etzel announced that
it was decided to have exchange
meetings between sororities and
fraternities.
A committee of the presidents
of each house, Bob Wentz; Rho
Lambda Phi, Roy Berry; Omega
Phi Alpha, George Tomasini;
Alpha Kappa Phi, Etzel; Epsilon
Sigma, Minnie Sawyer; Alpha
Theta Tau, Betty Dixon; Mu
Zeta Rho, and Lois Mae Ventre;
Tau Kappa Kappa, was ap
pointed to decide the date for
•
*
•
the exchange meeting which will
An annual Christmas party
probably be sometime in Febru
honoring mothers and patron
ary.
esses of Tau Kappa was held last
This committee will also de
evening from 8:00 to 9:30 p. m.
cide which houses will exchange
Guests enjoyed entertainment
with each other, and the topic to
in the form of musical selec
be discussed at the exchange
Miss Josephine Smith enter tions, and refreshments were
tained those assigned to her for served.
New Zetagatheans were hon meetings. * » #
Chairman of the party was
counseling at a Christmas tea
ored at a Christmas formal last
on Thursday, December 14, from Mildred Field. The committee
Saturday night in the new An
2 to 5 o'clock, at her home at 861 for entertainment included Betty
derson Hall. Holiday decorations
•
*
•
West Monterey Avenue.
Ann Smith, Marnie Nile, and
of silver, green and red were
Phi Mu Alpha and Mu Phi
She was assisted by Misses Lois Laselle. In charge of re
carried out. The hours were from
Virginia Boalt, Lou Christian, freshments were Barbara Len Epsilon, local national honorary
nine to one, with A1 Deuville and
Before sailing for Hawaii with Mary Day Martin, Muriel Brown, nox, Rae Hungerford, Gloria music fraternity and sorority rehis orchestra providing the mu
•fc
Continuea on Page 4
Hopps, and Jean Strong.
Mr. Breeden, Mrs. Robert Bree and Nickolina Ficorutah.
sic.
The honored guests were: den was guest of honor at a
Misses Gladys Bartholomew, luncheon, given by Mrs. Arthur
June Cloch, Dorothy Comer, L. Smith. The decorations were
Glenna Cuick, Marion Ferguson, in keeping with the islands and
Sylvia Flammer, Veradienne the trip. A bon voyage gift was
Folse, Gladys Hotchkiss, Loraine presented to Mrs. Breeden by
Her Dream . . . every girl's
Ingram, Jacqueline Judge, Vir Eloise Smith.
dream is to have heaps of
ginia
McAdam,
Veradene
Barhizon Undies . . . Slips,
Meyers, Kaiko Monita, Helen
Gowns, Panties, Robes, Pa
Nito, Margaret Quist, Annabelle
jamas. Barhizon will answer
Rossman, Mary Raine, Audrey
the question, "What shall I
Segale, and Georgia Wilkinson.
give my roomie for Christ
• * *

AVENUE

FOR XMAS GIFTS
HAMILTON

Refreshments
included
Ice
cream mounds decorated with
red candies, cake, and coffee.
Patrons and patronesses pres
ent were Mr. and Mrs. John
Elliott, Miss Ellen Deering, and
Mr. Emory Fast.
Hostesses and their guests in
cluded Lois Mae Ventre, John
Wlllard; Aline Durst, Fred Gar
rison; Rosemary Strader, Clar
ence Sackreiter; Rae Hungerford, Ed Wrenn; Margo McIntyre, Bill Workman; Myra
Lynn, Ed Spaulding; Jane Sav
age, Trevor Griffiths, Melba
Loyd, Clive Mefford; Alice Keehner, Forrest Honnold; Barbara
Lennox, Bob Clark; Mildred
Field, Paul Potts; Jeanne Wood
ruff, Deane Terry; Marjorie
Sage, Sandy McBride; and Pa
tricia Mason, Glenn Young.

MZP's

Thirty-one faculty children ap
peared in the play titled "The
Worthy Gift," written and di
rected by Mrs. Allen Bacon and
Mrs. George H. Colliver, which
was held at the annual Faculty
Club's Christmas party on the
evening of December 14 in the
SCA building.
The party was put on for
and by the children of College
of the Pacific and Stockton
Junior College faculty people. In
addition to the play an orchestra
of faculty youngsters played
"Christmas Fantasy."
The receiving feature of the
evening was gifts distributed
from a huge tree, one for each
of the faculty sons and daugh
ters, from grammar school age
to infancy.
Mrs. Allen Bacon was chair
man of the affair.
In the cast were Mary Lois
Breeden, as the grandmother;
Joan Welton, as Aunt Laura;
Hazel Colliver, as Elizabeth; Pa
tricia White, as the Virgin; Hor
ace Bawden, as Joseph; Caryl
Mae Bacon, as The-Little-GirlWho-Brought-No-GIfts.
Charles Gulick, was the Ameri
can boy; Betty Waldo, a Chinese
girl; Ted Betz, a Chinese boy;
Jim Corson, a Japanese boy;
Betty Lou Eby, a Japanese girl;
Bobbie Eiselen, a Dutch boy;
Dorothy Welch, a Dutch girl;
Frances Colliver, a French girl;
John Elliott Jr., and Marion
Young, the Irish boy and girl;
Patsy Brown, the Italian girl;
Alice Eiselen, the Swiss girl;
Jean Orton, a German girl; Gil
bert White, a Russian boy, Ro
berta Welton, a Russian girl;
Jean Sanderson, an English girl;
Peter Brown, a Danish boy;
Jack Corry, a Turkish boy;
Donna Jane Betz, a Portuguese
girl; Nancy Orton, a Mexican
girl, and Robert Dessissois, a
Mexican boy.
Four scenes told the Christmas
story of the play with Marcia
Lou Brown giving the prologue.
Members of the orchestra in
cluded Joan Welton, Stanley Ba
con, Peter Brown, Alice Eiselen,
Joann Elliott, Charles Gulick
and David Stanford.

Bon Voyage, Mrs.
Breeden!

Parsons Enjoy
Christmas
Program
More than one-half of the Uni

ior Hal

"Worthy Gift" Santa Pays PACIFIC
Given by
Visit to
MUSIC
Children

$18.75 up

DIAMONDS
CLOCKS
SILVER
PENS

2047 PACIFIC AVE., OPP. BLACK'S

Cream, Skin Lotion, Velva Cream,

HOLDEN DRUG
COMPANY
DAN MORRISON, Prop.
Sutter

A

Weber

Phone

4-4744

MO

lo

4.50„rEl«

50c to 2.00

SMITH &LANG.
5-5 8 51
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Fashion

.

.

•

•

Perhaps the idea of showing
your knees to be smart started
with the popularity of drum ma
jorettes. Anyway, knee length
socks are the latest thing on
the campus at Sacramento J. C.
Fashion scribes indicate skirts
should be above the knees and
the socks in contrasting colors
to come just below the knees.
Maybe this goes in one ear
and out the other, but remem
ber 01' Collegiana has been In
the vanguard of many fashion
changes.
A glance over California shows

J. RUSSELL BODLEY, direc
tor of the Pacific A Cappella
Choir, has led his group in a
Christmas program for various
organizations every day this
week. Yesterday the choir ap
peared before the student body.

a lot doing in the way of a
drammer amid the schools dot
ting the terrain. The junior class
down at Dinuba is putting on
the classic "Lena Rivers," and
the first attempt at a light opera,
by Loyola, "The Fortune Teller,"
is soon to open at that school.
A skip put to Ripon finds the
thriller "One Mad Night" being
readied for a short run. The
Pony Express from Sacramento
Junior College tells us that "Our
Town" will soon open for an
engagement there. There's one
play that's seen a lot of country
side In the pmst four months.

.

Christmas Decorations Induce
Relaxation in Governing Body

Choir Sings Carols for
Assembly, Church, Club;
Repeat Performances

Drama

Gangplank Blues

VACATION CALM 0|\|
EX. COMMITTEE

CONFERENCE SCENE

A Cappella
Performs
Often

Directory Will
Be Compiled
An alumni directory contain
ing names, addresses, graduation
years, and degrees of Pacific's
alumni is being organized by the
alumni office. The material in
the directory will be separated
into class lists by years, geogra
phical divisions, and a master
list, including all students who
have graduated from (or at any
time attended) the College of the
Facific since it was founded.
Due to the large amount of re
search necessary for the com
piling of such a list, the direc
tory will not be completed for
several months. The directory
wlil be released sometime next
fall, although no definite date
has been set. At that time it will
be distributed to alumni.
This will be the third such
directory in the history of the
college; the second was com
piled in 1927.

.

The University of Nevada
Sagebrush predicted a win over
C.O.P. in the December issue.
Coach Aiken indicated the
Wolves might beat the Bengals
when he said, "We're not ex
pected to win the game, but
every team, no matter how poor,
is always due for at least one
upset a year.V
There's one time he hit it on
the nose. Maybe things won't be
the same next year.

Vital?

The English department of
Walla Walla College, Washing
ton, has a total enrollment of
over forty per cent of the entire
student body.
What would some of the old
timers in education have said
about this? They would probably
be more shocked at the expand
ed curriculum.

KNOWLEDGE
RESTORED

Proctor

Next semester a proctor sys
tem will go into effect at U. C.
The Student Judiciary was "con
vinced of the inadequacy of the
present system of examination
supervision." The professors will
be present at Ml examinations,
and there will be supervisors for
all classes having over fifty stu
dents.
. Hi

Knowledge lovers will be
pleased to know that Vol
ume 1 of the American En
cyclopedia has been re
turned to the library.
It was received by Mr. A.
C. Gerould just two hours
after the WEEKLY had
been released last week.

rXMAS HI-LITES
Snapped by t h e
CANDID CAMERA
Fashion Experts

Acclaim the

Style and Beauty
of the New

The A Cappella Choir, directed
by Professor J. Russell Bodley,
presented a program of Christ
mas carols in yesterday's assem
bly. Included in the first group
of selections were "Gaelic Mouth
Music," by Robert McLoud; "Re
flection," by Charles Wilson Law
rence; "Waltzing Mathilda," by
Cowen - Wood; "Carillon," by
Nobel Cain; and "Ballad of the
Trees and the Master," by Mat
thews.
During Intermission "Adagio,"
by De Beriot, was played by Nor
man Lamb, violinist, accompanied
by Thalia Heim. The last group
of selections Included "A Christ
mas Choralogue," composed by
W. B. Olds, In three parts: first
episode, "Annunciation;" sedond,
"Vision of the Shephards;" and
third, "Visit of the Magi." The
A Cappella Choir sang with Rob
ert Lanning acting as narrator
Monterey Peninsula Is the scene for the annual Asilomar meeting, held this year
and Margaret Lee as mezzo-so- from December 26 to January 2. Over twenty-five Pacific students have already
prano soloist.

signed for the trip, some of whom are foreign students spending their first year
BELLS AND CAROLS
in the United States, New pamphlets are now available for students who desire more
The numbers in the first group information on the meeting.
had been sung before from time
to time in the assembly, with the
exception of "Carillon," which
expressed the atmosphere of bell
accompaniment to a Christmas
carol melody.
"A Christmas Choralogue" was
sung this Christmas season be
cause of many requests for a re
peat performance after the choir
had successfully produced the
number on last year's Christmas
program.
Choir and spoken
voice are well combined in the
arrangement. It is the story of
the birth of the Christ child. Dur
ing the course of the work, num
erous carols are Interpolated by
Mr. Olds, and when timed with
the speaking voice make a per
With one third of its series of
fect setting for the atmosphere "Nine Plays From Nine Nations"
of the story of the first Christ completed, Pacific's Studio is the
mas.
scene of rehearsals for the next

ASILOMAR ATTRACTS
PACIFIC'S FOREIGN
STUDENTS, OTHERS

Problem Play
Next in
Studio

PERFORMANCES

The A Cappella Choir gave a
public performance to "Standing
Room Only" two weeks ago at
the Grace Methodist Church. Last
Monday night they gave a con
cert before the Stockton Musical
Club. There are forty-five voices
in this year's choir.

o

Roy«al Treatment
for Hawaii-Bound
Stagg men

production, "Rosmersholm," by
Henrik Ibsen. "Rosmersholm"
will be presented January 25, 26
and 27 under the direction of
Audrey Krasnow.
PLAY COMPLETED

Like other Ibsen offerings,
"Rosmersholm" is a problem
play. It concerns the efforts of
Johannes Rosmer, a village pas
tor, to justify in the eyes of the
world the love affair he is con
ducting with his maid. The sit
uation is complicated by the sui
cide of his wife, the pastor's en
try into politics, and his feud with
the village editor and his rector.
Paul Leonard will play Jo
hannes Rosmer. Leonard has
had previous experience as the
father in "Hansel and Gret" V
Rebecca West, the maid, will be
portrayed by Joyce Wiggins, a
newcomer. The rector is played
by Don McKinley, who appeared
in "Criminal at Large," and the
editor by Bill Workman, a vet
eran. Other parts are taken by
Bruce Moorhead and Virginia
Wright.

Pacific's traveling football
team arrived in Honolulu last
Wednesday morning. The game
with the University of Hawaii is
scheduled for 2:30 tomorrow
afternoon.
The gold jackets of the play
ers created quite a stir on ship
board. Many privileges were ex
tended to the fellows.
At the first meal the boys were
allowed to eat all they wanted,
a situation which was very much
enjoyed and more than ade FROM NORWAY
"Rosmersholm" will be Nor
quately taken care of.

way's contribution to the varied
bill offered by the Studio Theatre
this season. All the plays are
ALPHA THETE
experimental in nature directed
and produced by members of De
PARTY
Marcus Brown's directing class.
o
Silly rhymes and jingles at
o

GRGEN WATCHES
Around the world ond back
—where smart-looking , , .
fashion-wise people gather—
GRUEN is the wotch-word .
In the drawing room, on the
field, or in the of
fice, GRUEN sets
the vogue . . . It's
"lops ' in watch
style—watch pre
cision—and watch
value.

GftOCN "CAROLINE"
Unusual value.
Beautiful, round
A 71
GRUEN. White
24
Guildite case

tached to their Christmas gifts,
brought fun and laughter to
members of Alpha Theta - Tau
last night at their annual preChristmas tree.
A Christmas dipner preceded
the event and was carried out in
the typical holiday theme. Guests
present for the evening were
Mrs. Robert Fenix, Miss Marie
Breniman, Miss Mary Doman,
and Miss Nancy Toms.

Miss Smith Weds
Cal Graduate

The former Miss Theda Smith
and Mr. Earl Vollbrecht were
married in Yuma, Arizona, on
November 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Vollbrecht spent
their honeymoon in Mexico and
are now living at 317 West Lo
o
cust Street in Lodi, where the
Enjoying dinner at Tau Kappa bridegroom is a pharmacist. He
Tuesday evening were Marie is a graduate of the University
Canlis and Alfretta Bryson of of California. The bride attended
Stockton.
the Stockton Junior College.

SURPRISE THE FOLKS

STOP and

GIFT-FOR THE HOM E

MEET YOuit
FRIENDS
AT THE

FROM

UmmiAowl. UStos.

CURVEX DUCHESS
17-jewel precision
movement. Yellow S
gold filled wristform case.

P E R S O N A L I Z E D

J E R V I C I

Large Display of Drapes
Floor Coverings and Furniture

CURVEX ACE
Full-size 17-jewel
precision move- SKASO
ment, curved to fill
the wristform case.

One of the largest delegations
ever to represent the College of
the Pacific and the Stockton
Junior College at an Asilomar
student conference will be on
hand on the opening day, De
cember 26th. Over twenty-five
students have already signed up
to attend the get-together.
NEW MATERIAL
Miss Margret Campbell, S. C.
A. secretary, urges those who
have not signed up as yet be
cause of a lack of information
about the event, or the need of
more informative material which
students would like to send
their parents, to come to the S.
C. A. building this week. New
pamphlets describing every
phase of the conference are avail
able for those interested.
Several students, who attend
ed last year's conference, are go
ing again this year, according to
the present list.
"One of the gratifying facts
concerning this year's group is
the number of foreign students
who will be with the Pacific del
egation at Asilomar. Pacific is
happy to welcome Charles Mokiao and Hans Stein to the
group, especially since they are
not only new to this campus but
are also new students in this
country.
"The conference this year
should be of vital importance
to their views of American stu
dents at work for the common
benefit of all, and from many
campuses," said Galen "Stub"
Harvey, publicity chairman of
the Pacific delegation campaign
committee.
DELEGATES
Those who plan to go include
Alice Hall, Grant Colliver, Mae
Weigart, Bill Workman, Dick
Ulrey, Elizabeth Howden, Effie
Calderwood, Betty Dixon, James
Rideout, Fern Herman, Galen
"Stub" Harvey, Vernadene Mey
ers, John Hamilton, Jean McBride, Catherine DeLacy, Bill
Villaruz, Hans Stein, Bill Becker
Rachel Martin, Charles Makiao!
Beverly Meyers, Ema Ruth Gil
lette, Janp Gordon, Barbara
Boyes and Miss Margret Camp
bell.
There will probably be several
more to sign up this week. They
are urged to do so at their earli
est convenience for the delega
tion information must be sent
into the Asilomar Conference
headquarters before conference
time.

WITH A

GRUEN "RANGER"
Sturdy, depend
able 1 5-jewel $AA7S
GRUEN. White
Guildite case.

New Pamphlets Available;
Conference Extends From
December 26 to January 2

MILKY WAY
"Home of the Frozen
Milkshake"

Fountain - Sandwiches

Christmas
Carols
Sung
Choir Quartet Sings
Over Campus Studio
In keeping with the seasonal
trend, Christmas carols were
featured on "Our American Mu
sic" program, produced and pre
sented by the Radio Workshop
Class in conjunction with the
choir quartet from the Conserv
atory.
STORY TOLD
As in previous broadcasts,
each song will be preceded by
the story of its origin narrated
by Robert Lanning. The songs
featured were: "It Came Upon
the Midnight Clear," written by
Lewis H. Redner; "Oh Little
Town of Bethlehem," by Phillip
Brooks: "We Three Kings of
Orient Are," by Lewis H. Red
ner, and a Negro shepherd carol,
"Rise Up, Ye Shepherds an' Foiler."
PARTICIPANTS
Doris Bowring was in charge
of the' script, Rod Randall, the
musical direction, and Glenn
Tanner, the announcing. The
following Conservatory artists
assisted: pianist, Miss Miriam
Burton; choir quartet; Marye
Kiersch, alto; Robert Harrison,
baritone; John Dennis, bass;
Ruth Coward, soprano.
o

Wide Range
of Roles
for Coffman

if

Continued From

Claribel Plays Mary
in "Family Portrait";
Opening January 11
It is a far cry from a Clark
Street tart to Mary, mother of
Jesus, but that is the step Clari
bel Coffman will have taken
when Pacific Little Theatre pre
sents the biblical story, "Family
Portrait," January 11, 12 and 13.
In the highly emotional role of
a Chicago street walker, Miss
Coffman gained widespread
praise last year when Pacific
Little Theatre presented "The
Front Page." Subsequently she
has portrayed such varied char
acters as an old grandmother in
"Liliom," the seductive Senorita
Saenz in "Bolivar," the queenly
Clytemnestra in "Electra," and
the kindly Mrs. Gibbs in "Our
Town."
Thus Miss Coffman
brings to her role of Mary an
abundance of experience and
ability.
"Family Portrait" was an im
mediate success on Broadway
last season with Judith Anderson
in the leading role. Margaret
Webster, the director, had had
the script for two years before
she decided to risk a professional
production. When the play was
finally performed, it met with an
enthusiastic critical response.
Pacific Little Theatre's produc
tion will be one of the first West
Coast productions of this pop
ular offering. Supporting Miss
Coffman will be such experienced
players as Bud Meyers, Bob Lan
ning, Lois Wheeler, and other
local favorites.

TALENTED
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spectively, gave a successful and
well-attended "Christmas Carol
Feste" at the East-Side Presby
terian Church Thursday night of
last week.
A mixed choir composed of
members of the two chapters has
since the two organizations' in
fancy on this campus presented
an annual program in various
church auditoriums of Stockton.
This year's program was com
posed of popular carols inter
spersed with solo numbers by
Charlotte Smith and a duet by
Bob and Barbara Harrison. Al
Miller, president of Phi Mu Alpha,
"batoned" the choiristers, and
Miriam Burton was accompan
ist.
Reports from Phi Mu Alpha
headquarters this week are that
the fraternity has pledged only
two men for possible membership
into its chapter this semester—
"Big Bill" Ramsey and "Synco
pation Art" Holton.
"Pop" Gordon's prize for the
student who can hear in detail
the contemporary Andalusian
13th chord with festered eleventh,
depleted fifth and withered third
is said to be the unlucky stu
dent's choice of one of the fol
lowing: the proverbial "cast-iron
cream-puff' or "steam - heated
handlebars." For advice on what
to get "Him" or "Her" for Christ
mas, see Professeur Gordon, the
proponent of confusionology.
—o—
Drake University radio students
broadcast 370 shows a year over
Iowa broadcasting stations.

Best Wishes for

CLARIBEL COFFMAN, vet
eran of the Pacific Little Theatre
stage, will be afforded one of the
most difficult roles of her career
in "Family Portrait," soon to be
seen on the Pacific boards. -In
this latest play, Miss Coffman
will be seen as Mary, Mother of
Jesus.

Party Last Night
Night for
Manor Hall
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supplied by Carter (Pat) du„,:
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a touch of Missouri humor gj,
porting Pat is Herm (Bashfm)
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the Genuine CURVEX.

By BONNIE SMITH
Feature Editor
The calm before vacation seemed to take hold in «
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lich, who is supplemented k
Bill Biddick, while feminj
touches to the conversation %
introduced by PSA vice-presj.
dent, Jane Jordan, supported
her colleagues Marguerite Et7Pi
student body secretary, and Vir
ginia Chapman, president of th.
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Looking most alert of the seri
ous group is Bill Doyle, w
president and youngest membeiof the committee. Seated quit,
comfortably on the low couch
are soph leader Allen Breed and
Publications Chairman Bill
Becker who startle • other mem
bers of the group by frequent
contributions to the converse
tion.
TIME'S A-WASTIN»
A series of distress signals
time indications and all-around
glancing at watches gives President Atkinson a gentle hint that
matters are dragging and times
a-wasting. The meeting is for.
mally dismissed, followed by
a hubbub of informal chatter as
the ten students and faculty ad
visor, Mr. Bob Fenix, discuss
student activities and plans for
the coming Yule.
Although very little is known
to the general PSA membership
of the workings of their Ex.
Committee and a minimum
amount of publicity is directed
toward the young officials, a
maximum amount of credit Is
due to them for their consis
tent and conscientious work in
arranging and regulating stu
dent jpody affairs.
VACATION CALM
The calm before vacation
seemed to take place In the re
cent Ex. Committee meeting as
a prelude to the holidays, but
the first meeting of the new
year will show renewed ener
gies on suoh widely diversified
problems of the PSA as campus
theft, student body expenses,
and social activities.
Absentee members at the final
1939 meeting were Bob Kientz,
PSA treasurer; Hugh McWilliams, George Tomasini, Ham
Brig-gs, head yell leader, and
Norman Lamb, newly selected
Mardi Gras head.
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MSS Will Be
Published
Next Spring

°N PACIFIC

UNDBE

^OXBDO BAH

The tentative date for the pub
lication of MSS was set for the
week after spring vacation el
a Scroll and Stylus meeting held
last Monday night at Miss
Eleanor McCann's home.
Manuscripts are still being
submitted by authors wishing *>
see their work in print. A group
of these authors attended
meeting Monday night to presefl
material and join in the d»"
cussion of it following the reg
ular business meeting.

,0r

Satisfy!^

The average large U. 8. uni
Thursday night, December 14,
from 7 to 10:30, Manor Hall cele versity has two and a half no
brated the Christmas season with academic employees for eve y
a party for the members of the member of its teaching staffhouse.
Around the Christmas tree,
gifts were exchanged, along with
A Sparkling
refreshments and games.
Xmas Suggestion!
The event was under the di
rection of Barbara Stewart, house
president.
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A Happy Holiday
Season!

A JOYOUS YULETIDE

S. H. KRESS CO.

To All Good Bengal Sons and Daughters!

"WHERE YOUR DIMES GO FARTHER"
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HAPPY NEW YEAR
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THE CUB HOUSE
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A OUR A. W. S. TEAROOM
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Cub Track Team
Joins Conference

'He*

Fresno Relays, League Meet
Are on Tentative Schedule
*3
S,'«

Exceptional Cub track men will have an opportunity

compete in Fresno's famed West Coast Relays next
spring, rhey will also be eligible for the Northern Callfornia Junior College Conference meet at Modesto.
The admittance of Stockton J. C. into the Junior Col-

do> h,

*

lege Conference makes several*
other Conference meets possible.

JS*
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Kelley Stars
in Bengal
Victory

The following schedule Is teiv
tative, subject to the approval
0f Physical Education Director
greeden. The April 5 and 20
meets are uncertain.
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SCHEDULE
jtaroh 9—Intramural Meet at

Lanky Forward Sinks
Eleven Points

Stockton.

March 15—Interclass Meet at
Stockton.

March 30—Stockton J. C. and
C.O.P. Dual at Stockton.
April 5—Stockton High School
Dual at Stockton.
April 12—Placer J. C. and Yuba
,1. C. Triangular at Stockton.
April 20—Menlo J. C. Dual at
Menlo or Palo Alto.
April 27 —"Class B" N.C.J.C.
Conference Meet at Marin.
May 4—N.C.J.C. Conference Meet
at Modesto.
May 11—West Coast Relays at
, Fresno.
Weather permitting, there will
be a dual meet with the Red
Devils of Lodi High School after
school convenes in January.
o

The College of the Pacific basketeers came from behind to nose
out a tall rangy team from Hurst
Bros. In Marysville last Tuesday
night. Walt Kelley, lanky for
ward, accounted for 11 points to
help put Pacific on the long end
of a 41 to 33 score. The locals
trailed for three periods but came
to life In the final quarter when
Kelley sank four rapid goals.
Sherwood Norton played an out
standing defensive game for the
locals.

He and She
Learn to Ski
. - - Free!
Winter sports devotees may
accumulate extra polish for the
winter's activities by attending
the free ski classes being held
Wednesday evenings in the north
hall of the Civic Memorial Audi
torium.
The course is being conducted
by the Stockton Recreation De
partment, assisted by the WPA.
The second session was held last
Wednesday evening.
Persons attending the meetings
are instructed on equipment,
clothing, care of equipment, wax
ing, where to ski, ski etiquette,
, first aid, competitive skiing, and
mountaineering. Special instruc
tion is given beginners.
Plans for the course were
drawn up by representatives of
the Stockton Chamber of Com
merce, Stockton Junior Chamber,
Stockton Ski Club, Central Cali
fornia Ski Club, College of the
Pacific Ski Club, and Stockton
Junior Ski Club.

Business

and

CLEVER HANDLER
Ken Rogers and Les Lenahan
both were banged up a little but
should be back in condition by
next week. Lenahan, a transfer
from Modesto, Is proving to be
one of the cleverest ball handlers
seen on the Pacific courts in re
cent years.
Assistant Coach Harold Jacoby
used nearly his entire squad in
the game and all showed prom
ise for this early in the season.
The team is handicapped in prac
tice with an exceptionally small
squad, but what they lack in num
bers they make up in fight. When
the football team returns from
Hawaii with Joe Babe and Co. the
season will really begin for the
locals.
MORE ENCOUNTERS
There will be three more prac
tice games before Pacific meets
San Jose on the local court on
January 2.
The scoring:
Pacific
Hurst Bros.
Higgins (2)
McKenzie (13)
Lenahan (5)
Irvaldson (3)
Schnoble (1)
Brownell (4)
Kelley (11)
Smith (10)
Rogers (8)
Campbell (2)
Dunlap (3)
Wemple (2)
Norton (2)
Thompson (2)
Dahl (2)
Monoghan (4)

owmsM

Main <fe El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Everything: to be found In. a
First-Class Pharmacy

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS

ON PACIFIC AVENUE—

"The Taste Will Tell"

LINDBERG'S

Ph. 3-0451

TUXEDO BARBER SHOP

2014 Pacific Are.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

For Satisfying Haircuts

CORSAGES?
TRY THE

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

Supply Milk
for the

"On Pacific Avenue"
PHONE 2-6550
Or See
DICK BENTLEY
Campus Agent

Fighting Tigers
OFFICE:
602 S. Center St.
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Napa Quintet Was
Outclassed by Jaysees
Starting the season with an
upset, the Stockton Jaysee hoopsters dumped the Napa Rough
Riders 35 to 23 last Saturday in
a preliminary to the varsity en
counter.
The local boys did not get, go
ing until the second half, which
they started at the tail end of a
15 to 10 score. Then Coach
Chris Kjeldsen started a fresh
team consisting of Toomay at
center, Warner and Jonte for
wards, and Smith and Hebbron
guards. This combination clicked
and boosted the Jaysee score.
The entire squad of sixteen saw
action in the game.
HIGH SCORER
John Toomay, six-foot, fiveInch center, showed some excel
lent ball playing and was high
scorer of the evening, making
four field goals and two free
throws for a total of ten points.
The lanky center can reach six
inches above the hoop and uses
his height to good advantage.
Coach Kjeldsen declared his
bucketeers were making too
many personal fouls. The offi
cials called 22 fouls on the local
boys, and most of these were in
the first half. The Napa team
could have won the contest on
fouls If they had made good all
of their free throws. As it was
10 of their 23 points were ac
counted for via the gratis meth
od.
ZONE DEFENSE
The Cubs' shifting zone de
fense proved fairly effective, al
though the forwards were drawn
out of position a couple of times.
A few times a fast break from
the defense netted two points.
Mason, Sullivan, and Singleton
all showed up very well in the
guard positions. Mason was just
two points behind Toomay for
high scoring honors. Both Sulli
van and Singleton were good in
following up rebounds, and Sin
gleton's pass work and assists
were Instrumental in making
buckets.
HARD RIGHT
Ceriani, forward for the Rough
Riders, was high scorer with six
points for the visitors. Constantini and Carroll were out
standing at guard. The Napa
quintet fought hard but was out
classed by the Cubs.
The only ragged playing done
by the locals was the sloppy
shooting. Only a very small per
centage of the shots taken were
good for two points, and the foul
shooting was not- as good as it
should have been.
o
Temple University has offered
its stadium as the site for the
1940 Olympics.

Bengal Sports Page Varsity Quintet

in

Win for "Jake"

BOB CONAWAY, Editor

ALUMNI BLAST BASKET

Monagan Sparks Bengal Varsity;
Alumni Paced by "Corky" Cortez
The 1939 version of the College of Pacific basketball
quintet opened their current season with a 39-37 victory
over the Old Grads in the local gym last Saturday night.
In the opening quarter the Alumni were able to gain
a slight edge over the Pacific regulars with their sur| prising team work and accuracy* -

The old-timers need some tips on how to sink a basket as expounded by that
dead-eye ELTON HAMILTON. Others in the scene are from left to right: "DADDY"
RUSSELL, very popular alumnus; ROGER JACOBY, who conspired to beat his
brother's squad of Tigers; JIM BAINBRIDGE, spectacular all-around athlete; PETE
McCAIN, well-liked coach at Stockton High; and FRANK HEATH.

SIX OLDSTERS RETURN AND
SCARE VARSITY HOOPMEN
Former Stars Show Younger
Players Hard-Fought Contest

Junior College
Enters
N.C.J. C. C.

on long shots. The substitution
of a number of sophomore stars
turned the tide for Pacific. Bob
Monogan, eagle-eyed guard, held
scoring honors for the evening
with twelve markers. "Judge"
Kelly and Les Lenahan also
stood out offensively with their
fine passing and fast breaking
game.
OVER ANXIOUS
Through the entire evening
the game was tight. No team
was ever able to take a lead of
as much as five points, and most
of the time the scores varied by
only one point. Coach Corson of
the Alumni substituted freely so
that a fresh team was kept on
the court at all times. About
midway in the last quarter Dean
Corson's proteges became a little
over-anxious. When Les Lenehan broke loose and seemed sure
to score on a simple close-in
shot, the men on the Old Grads'
I bench rushed out en masse to
stop Lenehan. They stopped
him, but the referee called the
foul, awarding an automatic
basket to Pacific.
GAME GETS ROUGH

Ski Tourney Will
Be Held During
Vacation

Novice collegiate ski enthusi
asts will have an opportunity to
compete in a number of events
sponsored by the Timberline
Lodge in Oregon. The competi
tions will include demonstra
tions, expeditions, slaloms, and
races.
The events will begin on De
cember 22 and continue for the
duration of the Christmas holi
days. Yodeling and jitterbug
contests, community songfests,
and dancing will be among the
many entertainment features.
The annual Arnold Lunn down
hill ski tournament will be held
on the last day of the month.
Late snows caused the postpone
ment of this usual November
race. Harold Codding of the Sun
Valley Ski Club is one of the
favorites in the senior division.
Further information may be ob
tained from the WEEKLY office.

DYE USED FOR

As the last minutes of the M. U.-K. U.
game
ticked away the style of
Returning to their old stomping grounds December 9,
play of each team became. At-last-the-truth-is-out item:
,, So
u
Rs football field would be
were thfese and other former stars, representing Pa
steadily wilder until the so-called *
cific Alumni in a basketball game against the Pacific
basketball contest became a mad ^st the /lght color to impress
Varsity. These men, Lester Russell, Roger Jacoby, Elton
scramble for the ball. "Corky" the crowd that attended the Mis
Hamilton, Jim Bainbridge, Pete McCain and Frank
Stockton Junior College moved I Cortez, Roger Jacoby, and Mick souri-Kansas grid duel a couple
Heath are well marked in Pa-*
one step nearer to a recognized Parsons, who led the Alumni in of week-ends ago, the University
cific Sport's Hall of Fame.
Punting Trophy for three con athletic power completely apart scoring, chased after the ball of Kansas dyed Its field "auraPAPPY COMES BACK
from the senior College with its even in the back court. For a green," using 300 gallons of col
secutive years.
oring to make the playing field a
'Daddy" Russell, member of
Also of the class of '34 was acceptance into the Northern time it looked as if the bewhisthe class of '36, was an outstand Pete McCain who joined up with California Junior College Con- kered players were going to eke thing of beauty.
ference. Application for such out a victory. But' the Tigers
ing member of the Ali-Championship Basketball team. Les played Pacific in his last two years of was presented by Dean Corson came back to score three quick
guard for three years, earning college. McCain was an out and promptly OKed by the as- buckets and thereby clinch the
his letter each year. He was standing forward, being high semblage meeting in San Fran- ball game 39.37.
elected captain of his team in point man In most of his games. C1S^°'
LINE-UPS
The acceptance is effective as „„ _
.
his last year at Pacific and He was a member of the Con
TT.
Parsons> (6) f *6 ^lgglns
earned the name of "Old Reli ference team of 1933. At pres of February 1, 1940, giving eligi® R"®s!,1 ,(4) ' f g f. ^orton (4)
able" because of his consistent ent he is a coach at the Stockton bility to track, basketball, swim- 44
ming and football forces In that
McCain (2) c 14 Dunlap (0)
ability on the floor. In football High School.
Although the football | H Cortez (6) g 18 Dahl (0)
Frank "Haffy" Heath, member year.
he was generally known as the
of the class of '30, did well at squad will compete in Class B, 9 Heath (5) .. f 21 Kelly (7)
"pass snatching center."
Officials: Caviglia, McFarland. |
Jim Bainbridge, also of the Pacific in his basketball playing. the track team will take all como
class of '36, was outstanding in Without doubt he is one of the ers in the league.
Football competition will be
basketball, being a member of very outstanding forwards in
the Far Western Conference Pacific's records. During his limited to the weaker sisters of Bulldogs Turn Up
Championship team in 1933. On three years of Varsity playing the Conference, with two games
the football field, Jim played he averaged eight points for each being played against Sacramen Strong Squad
quarterback, gaining some pres game in which he played. Cap to and Modesto, both Class A
tain of the team in his Senior schools. A school In the weaker
tige as a punter.
The Fresno hoopsters, who I
year, he was also the star for class may upon its own decision meet the Bengals late in Febru
LONG-SHOT ARTIST
Roger Jacoby who graduated ward In the Far Western Con move into the stronger division. ary In two league encounters,
The Far Western Conference, boast a strong squad under
in '35 was an outstanding long- ference in 1930. On the football
shot artist who had the ability field, "Haffy" played the end po of which Corson is president, newly - appointed Coach Hal|
to sink about 90 shots out of sition, being good enough to win will meet in Sacramento on Jan- Beatty, former Bulldog star,
100 free throws. He was also a the Red Busher trophy as the uary 5 to arrange schedules for The Fresnans took their opening I
1940.
member of the Conference outstanding linesman.
games from the strong Occiden
Champ team in 1933, and Presi
tal team. The southern city's I
dent of the Pacific Student Asso
team is composed mainly of
ciation.
sophomores, as is that of Pa-1
Dr. Harold Jacoby, Roger's
cific.
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
Chris Kjeldsen, Coach
brother, is coaching the Varsity
team in the absence of Ralph No. Name
Pos. Age HT. WT.
Home Town
BOB'S
Francis. Roger and his team 20 Toomay, John ..
C
17 6'5"
190
Avalon
TUXEDO
mates played a bang-up game 21 Fereira, Leland . . . F
163
Danville
21 6'
and no doubt the good Doctor 22 Smith, Randolph . . . . G
SHOE
SHINE SERVICE
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
17 5'10" 163
Stockton
was often wondering about the 24 Miller, George . .
ON PACIFIC AVE.
Expert Cleaning and Dyeing
19 5'9"
F
165
Ferndale
outcome of the game.
of All Kinds of Boots,
25 Massey, Bob
....G
180
San Juan
17 6'1"
FOOTBALLER ALSO
Shoes, Purses, Gloves
26 Camicia, Johnnie . . . F
19 5'9'
165
Stockton
Elton Hamilton, '34, is perhaps 27 Mecartea, Louis . . . . C
COLLEGE PINS
18 6'I"
170
and Belts.
Yreka
the most outstanding punter in 28 Fox, Jack
AND TROPHIES
18 6'1"
....F
165
San Juan
AND
the history of Pacific. His quick 30 Singleton, John . . . . . G
Petaluma
20 6'1"
160
EXPERT
SHOE
F R I E D B E R G E R ' S left-handed kicks and left-handed 31 Towsley, Bob .. F 19
5'10" 155
Jackson
passes are still remembered.
REPAIRING
20 6'1"
170
Oakland
339 East Main Street "Ham" has the distinction of 32 Mason, Bert
By NAT FLOR
19 6'3"
180
Merced
... JEWELERS • . • having won the Dick Wright 33 Gibbons, Paul ,
Ph. 2-2348
Oakland 2023 Pacific Ave.
35 Sullivan, Don . . . . G
18 6'
194
Stockton
18 5'8"
130
37 O'Connor, Dean . . . F
For better business positions
Santa Cruz
18 5'10" 155
38 Hebbron, Lloyd . . . G
Stockton
39 Jonte, Don
...F
18 5'9"
150
H U M P H R E Y S
150
Berkeley
19 6'
40 Warner, Robert . . . F
HERRMANN'S
(Since 1896)

JAYSEE CAGERS

School of Business

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber.. Stockton

SIBLEY E. BUSH
2302 Pacific Avenue

ICE CREAM

RIGHTER AT
STANFORD?

Special Flavors,
Catering to Parties

Former Pacific Coach Cornel
ius Erwin "Swede" Righter is
now coaching at Burlingame
High School. He is currently
among those mentioned for pos
sible successors to Tiny Thorn-

2043 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 2-9179

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE

FOR THOSE DELICIOUS

p arklin Li

J. C. DRUBS
ROUGH
RIDERS

Professional Directory
TRY THE—

Forty-Nine Drug Co.
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A

Jgjl
3

Snappy Fountain
Service
FREE DELIVERY
Phone 2-2830

YOLLAND
& FUEL

INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

Lubrication By
Roy "Chopper" Cooper

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
"Where the Food Is Always Good"
SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

0

Barnard College has received
a gift of $100,000 to be used in
establishing a health education
program.

I

3041 PACIFIC AVENUE

TRY OUR WAFFLES
-A REAL TREAT

MILLER-HAYS CO.
Grant & Weber

PLUMBERS

Stockton

—Wed.—Thurs.—
"SKY GIANT"
Richard Dix
"Some Blondes Are Dangerous"
Noah Beery, Jr. - Dorothea Kent
—PH.—Sat.—
"LITTLE MISS BROADWAY"
Shirley Temple
"RHYTHM OP THE SADDLE"
Gene Autry
Wed. Only: Vic's Country Store
Thnrs. Only: Silver'wurte Pree
to the Ladies

SUNDAY

MICKEY

ROONEY

"City of Darkness"

FROM

SUN.—MON.—TUES.
"THE CITADEL"
Robert Donat - Roslland Russell
"FRONTIER DAYS"
Bill Cody

"Judge Hardy and Son"
and

MERRY CHRISTMAS
and THE BEST of
NEW YEAR'S to
ALL PACIFICITES

—Friday—Saturday—
"West With the Hardy'®"
Mickey Rooney
"5 LITTLE PEPPERS"1
Edith Fellow®

"Out

CALIFORNIA
STARTS

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP

hill down on the farm at Stan/
ford.
Dud DeGroot is still the most
popular coach in that region, but
the "Swede," by virtue of an un
defeated season, is enjoying
some of the praise that was lack
ing when he was trying to do
miracles with the Bengal squad.

Sidney Toler and Lynn Bar!

STARTS

SATURDAY

"TOWER OF
LONDON"
BASIL RATHBONE
BORIS KARLOFP
BARBARA O'NEILL
—and—

"LAUGH IT OFF"
Conntanc®' Moore, Johnny Down®
Marjorle Rambeau

Starts Saturday

"Wizard of Oz"
JUDY GARLAND
—Also—

"Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes"
BASIL RATHBONE
Starts Tuesday

"IT HAPPENED
ONE NIGHT"

Clark Gable - Claudette Colbert
and

"MR. DEEDS
GOES TO TOWN"
Jean Arthur - Gary Cooper

M
,

r-c-i-.ttejrSU-JlPfc

Hi-fi , ' ' r • *. I• i

Call them "Style Pals"
or "Ideal Mates" . . .
refer to them any way
you like . . . stripes and
double - breasteds are
practically inseparable.
But of all the fashion
affinities, V a r s i t y Town Stripes and Varsity-T own "Doubles"
go best together, for
each is so smart it com
pliments the other.
New Stripes . . . New
Doubles . . . Your Part
ners in Style . . .

I

9
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TIGER

By BOB CONAWAY

Jaysees Whip Two
Turlock Squads

s
N
A
R
L

Vntgal

BOB CONAWAY, Editor

fage

Seasickness Hits
Golden Tigers

WALT KELLEY BACK

Three Games Added to Cub
Schedule for Late Season

^ The local boys far outclassed
the B's and easily took the lead
and held it. Lewis Mecartea took
high point honors with seven
field goals.
NEW COMBINATION
Coach Kjeldsen put a new com
bination on the floor for the main
Bob Adamina, senior backfield encounter—Toomay at center,
ace received honorable mention Fox And Mason, forwards, and
in the Collegiate Sports Writers Singleton and Sullivan, guards.
All-American football selections. This five, all over six feet, work
Requirements for that distinc ed very well on both offense and
tion require that several ballots defense. Fox was high scorer
be cast for player, some of which with 13 counters, and Mason was
one.
must be first-team selections. not far behind with 10 points.
University of Chicago, specific Bobby Kientz was also nominatThis combination will probably
ally the student publication— ed.
Chicago MAROON, is campaign Kavanaugh, Louisiana State end be the starters in the next few
ing for a subsidized football team. Boyd, Texas A. & M
tackle games.
The Turlock team got off to
Their argument, a logical one, is Smith, So. California
guard
based upon the deficit in the stu Human, Northwestern .. center a fairly good start and was lead
dent treasury. With present at Sufferidge, Tennessee ... guard ing for some time during the
tackle first quarter. Most of their
tendance, this deficit will amount Drahos, Cornell
Kerr, Notre Dame
end points were gained from set shots
to $600,000 in 1941.
Harmon,
Michigan
back
about thirty feet from the bucket,
BLACKOUT
back the visitors were not able to
A "blackout of 11 per cent of Kinnlck, Iowa
back penetrate the Jaysee defense
the university's activity'' will re Cafego, Tennes'see
back very effectively and made few
sult If this lack of funds is not Chrlstmaii, Missouri
set-up shots.
replaced by new income. In or
der to maintain those standards placed by the Loyola Lions on a ENTIRE SQUAD WORKS
built up by many years of pros team of their strongest oppo
Although Mason and Fox mon
perous tutalege under the guid nents.
opolized most of the scoring,
ing hands of A. A. Stagg this in
every member of the Junior Col
come must be maintained. The MODEST MONAGAN
Pity modest Bob Monagan! As lege squad saw action in the
publication believes that a win
main game. Fereria and Hebning team will add considerably publicity director of the athletic
bron displayed some good floor
to the coffers of the college department it is his duty to send
news releases of the various work and both broke into the
treasury.
Should Chicago resort to sub- j teams to other schools, papers, scoring column.
The Cubs are entered in the
sidation, there is little doubt that etc. The fellow is one of the
other members of the Big Ten stars on the basketball squad. As 20-30 Club Tournament which
would follow suit. What a state a consequence, how many times will be held in Modesto on Thurs
of affairs since Coach Stagg and will he mention himself in those day, Friday, and Saturday after
championship teams have left the bulletins? Not many, we'll wager. vacation. The local team will
And did you see how his name meet Salinas Junior College
Windy City!
was mispelled In the morning Thursday afternoon. There will
ZIMMY HONORED
be a consolation round so the
Fresno State and San Jose paper?
Cubs
will have at least two
State each placed a man on the
The official attendance of the
first string Little American foot U.S.C.-U.C.L.A. clash In the col games.
ball squad. Jack Mulkey and iseum is officially placed at 103,- GAMES ADDED
Leroy Zimmerman were the re 303 spectators. And practically
Three more games have been
cipients of the honors. Nope, no nothing was determined by that added to the Jaysee schedule. The
Tigers this year. It takes a win struggle—a 0-0 tie. Perhaps they local hoopsters will travel up to
ning team to prove that a single should move the Rose Bowl game Yuba Junior College on January
player is exceptional.
between the Trojans and Ten 24 and then will meet them in
Several more Spartans were ac nessee over to the coliseum. Then a return engagement here on
corded honorable mention In the they would really get a large
February 6. On February 3 the
selections. Zimmerman' was in crowd to attend.
Jaysees will tangle with the Oak
vited to participate in the Shrine
land YMCA on the home court.
East-West contest in San Fran ROSE BOWL SMALL
The
lack
of
enough
seats
usual
cisco. Notable for its absence at
Harry Smith, unanimous choice
present is the name of U.C.L.A.'s ly is well-evident in each succeed
great negro half—Kenny Wash ing Tournament of Roses game; for All-American guard honors,
however, those who buy tickets participated in the Bruin clash
ington.
And the honors still roll In for are assured that they will be able Saturday with his right arm in a
the two dismissed Tigers. The to see the game without the aid cast and left leg well bandaged.
Harry is the type of player who
latest is Dub Sniallwood being of carrier pigeons.
makes every coach proud. He
is of the workhouse variety,
placing good of team and school
above personal enjoyment.

the A s 40 to 22.

NEW HONOR
FOR "AJAX"
ADAMINA

E

Little
Bengal Varsity
Sun Lumber, Golden State, Regis
College Teams on Schedule

Via amateur radio operators
The Sun Lumber Company of Beverly Hills is the „8,
comes the information that the
of the Pittman Brothers of Los Angeles, schedule
Bengals are slightly wobbly as name
a result of their Pacific journey to meet the rejuvenated Pacific varsity quintet h *
to the Hawaiian Islands. The
tail-end of the violent storm tomorrow^thern ^ ..g composed of eight former
The
^lege stars. The starting ]in '
which swept the entire Pacific
will be composed of Munkers
coast with such fury also caught
center; Raping and HarkneSs "
their boat, causing some unpleas
forwards; Lugo and Sorenson
antness.

Coach Kjeldsen's Cub casaba team continued its win
ning streak by defeating Turlock High's A's and B's in
two games Tuesday evening. The Jaysee second string
trounced the B's 87 to 9, and the entire squad won from

WALTER, the Great
Many of those who knew Wal
ter the Great way back when
are wondering just how the for
mer star managed to get into the
auditorium without getting his
head full of splinters. Mails, in
the same class as the Dazzy
Vances and Dizzy Deans, must
mourn the passing of his type of
baseball player. The presentday greats—DIMaggios, Ruffings,
and Medwlcka—are not of the
loud-mouthed variety. Instead of
talking a good game, they play

TWO GAMES
ON BENGAL
SCHEDULE

HAM GETS NEWS
A "ham" in Stockton spoke to
another in the Islands who had
talked to Bob Bovey. The latter
relayed the story of the stormy

New Casaba
Rule Book
Revisions

guards; and Harkness, jatnat
and Hayes as reserves. The W
is scheduled for 8:30 tomorro
evening.
LAYOFF?—SHORT!
crossing.
Following this, the squad mi,
The sun-tanned Tigers went a By Associated Collegiate Press
long way for their football game
have a layoff until the 28th of
When college court teams he- December when they meet th
with the University of Hawaii
t o m o r r o w . A n d c o m p a r i n g gin the 1939-40 season next Golden State Milk team
scores against a common oppo month, they will play under re Oakland. Two days later the!
nent — Fresno — it appears that
play a touring squad from Regi,
the Bengals will win another vised basketball rules that are
College In Denver, Colorado. Tht
game before their extended sea intended to reduce fouling and
game is to be played In Son™,
minimize
the
disadvantage
many
son closes.
and will bring together two f0,
claimed existed under last year's mer Sonora students. Both Rai k
CLOSEFOUGHT
D
The Bulldogs took the measure regulations.
Francis and Dave Kelley, coach
of the Islanders by the tune of
Here is the complete list of of the Regis Rangers, attended
38-2; however, the game was a
closely-fought match.
Neither rule revisions announced for this that institution.
team had an advantage in first year's rule book:
SELLOUT EXPECTED
1. The end line of the court
downs or yardage.
The game will be played in
shall
be
four
feet
from
the
face
Wednesday they meet the
the gymnasium of the Sonora
strong Healani Athletic Club. of the backboard (this had been Union High School with a pre,
This squad also fell before the optional last season). The ex liminary between the newly on
Fresno onslaught, 21-6.
The ception to this rule is for courts
lone Townie count came on a where the physical limitations ganized Sonora Merchants and
77-yard gallop by Jud Atchison, of the floor do not permit such another local group. Tickets
an extension but a two-foot mini will go on sale soon, and it ij
speedy halfback.
The Healani team is a group of mum is required. The ideal court expected that tickets for the 600
Dependable WALT KELLEY, a veteran of orte year, former college all-stars. Some is 94 feet in length from out available seats will be snatched
in his early season games shows promise of steady Im starred for the local university; side line to outside line with quickly.
provement. Hs is high point man with 17 points to others migrated from the Coast. 86 feet from the face of one
Early in January the varsity
This squad slapped an earlier backboard to the face of the will meet the powerful Spartan
his credit in two games.
defeat on the University of Ha other.
quintet, second place winners in
waii.
2. A slight change has been the now disbanded Northern
9 DAY STAY
made in the specifications of the California Intercollegiate Basket,
The Pacificites arrived in the ball relative to its resilency.
ball Conference. Coach Bill Hub.
Hawaiian Islands Wednesday
3. (a). After a free throw
and will leave for home next Fri from a technical foul the ball is bard Is again rounding excellent
day, giving them a nine-day so to be awarded to the team which material into a well-unified team.
Both Bob Monagan and Walt
journ in the midst of the peace was awarded the free throw, the
Kelley, high scorers In both
ful Pacific.
ball to be put in bounds at midgames, are sure to see action in
court.
Prospects for F.W.C.
Lew Ford Won High
3. (b). When a personal foul the remaining practice tilts,
is
called the offended team has Early February will mark the
Championship
Dark
Jump Last Year
the option of trying a free throw opening of Conference tussles.
o
or of putting the ball in play
By RAY GROSSE
The West Coast Relays, "where
It costs $56.50 to outfit a loot,
from out-of-bounds. If two free
world records are broken," will
While the Golden Bengals are
throws are awarded this rule ball player with first class equip.
be held in Fresno on May 11. in Hawaii sunning themselves
applies to the last free throw. merit.
The final ping pong tourna It does not apply in the case of
This fourteenth annual renewal 'neath the swaying palms, the
any direction, two free throws
of the famous track meet prom Bengal hoopsters are tuning ment will be played off in the a double foul.
first week of January. To the
4. For college teams, ten- shall be awarded whether the
ises to live up to its reputation themselves up for some high first four on the singles ladder,
class competition on the main
minute quarters instead of field goal Is made or not.
with the enticement of choice
miniature ping pong paddle pins twenty-minute halves is optional.
land.
6. Any player on the team
cinder men from the entire West.
Although seven lettermen re will be awarded. Those who will
5. If a player in the act of can call time out Instead of just
be
eligible
for
the
tournament
turn to school this season, the
WRIST WATCH WON
will be those who have been on throwing for goal is fouled from the captain of the team as in
Lew Ford last year captured varsity just squeaked through the ladder sometime previously behind or roughly handled from the past.
a first, and incidentally a wrist the Varsity-Alumni tilt last Sat this semester. There will prob
watch, in the high jump. Sev urday, 37-37. Last Wednesday ably be a doubles tournament
eral promising Cubs may make night the boys did better against also. Toppers on the singles lad
the trip in addition to Ford and the Hurst Brothers of Marysville, der this week are Violet Graves.
a few other varsity candidates. 41-33.
Doug Sabiston, Cliff Wisdom
Although it is still not • defi MUST HUSTLE
and Stewart Browne. Marcello
nite, there is a strong possibility
The team will have to hustle Umipeg and Dave Mathews hold
that the junior and senior out this year if it . hopes to capture first place on the doubles lad
Rocking Seas, Swinging Hips Impart
door track and field champion the Far Western Conference der.
ships will he awarded to the Rai basketball crown that four other
o
Fear of Rainbows in Footballers
sin City for the final days of
May. Fresno had entered a bid college coaches dream about
By GEORGE KAPEIi
TIT FOR TAT
last year and failed to get the nights. Chico, Davis, Nevada, CHICO IS HOT
Pacific's
Golden
Tigers, whose tint has turned to a
Southern California gave him games. The complete abandon and Fresno have veteran teams;
dark bronze since their last two consecutive defeats
Pacific
still
has
a
green
team
an education; in return, he gave ment of the Finnish Olympic
THIS YEAR
dished out to them from the hands of Nevada's Wolves
the school the best brand of foot hopes prompted A. A. U. officials that needs polish. Before the
The Chico Wildcats, C.O.P. Far and the San Diego Marines, reached the paradise islands
ball that he was capable of dis to order the meet be 'presented Conference opens, however, Pa
playing. He truly deserved all again next year, and they asked cific will have more than fifteen Western Conference opponents of the mid-Pacific Thursday.
Fresno whether or not she would games under her belt.
March 1 and 2, are fast develop
honors accorded him.
After stormy going both onlt
Ij
A nucleus of a winning team ing a shifty style of play. Al the gridiron and on the high on the mid-Pacific isle* will I*
Pun of the All-Americans; Stel be able to accommodate the
many world's champions which has returned to practice this year ready they have walloped the seas, the Bengal eleven will enjoying the romantic bliss
lar guard, Stella.
would appear.
in the form of several veterans Hust Brothers 42-20, and nosed close its '39 campaign in what which I have read about only »
out Sacramento Junior College
of last year's team.
FRESNO MAY GET MEET
52-44. Currently ten members is one of the most peaceful and books.
Although the location has not JOBABE
restful places in the world.
All factors taken into consid
SOLD
"Jo-Babe" McWilliams was the of the varsity are taking a swing PLUG
been definitely decided, it has
eration, football Is a grand spoi
around
a
southern
circuit
high
point
man
of
last
year's
been awarded to the Pacific As
Hawaii the beautiful, the land lt wasn't but a few years back
Among others they will meet
RENTED
sociation, ' the southern city not group. Alternating between for San Diego, Whittier, and Chap of swaying palms and pineapples, that our Tigers often made trips
ward and center he accounted for man.
REPAIRED being a member of the organiza 159
(not to mention the countless as far as 10 miles away frotn
points in 20 games. At the
tion. Officials on the coast will
romantic
excerpts from the Ho home, and to top it off stay
dispose of the events to the city end of the season he was award
which they desire, probably ed the Bravo-McKeegan cup for ness will stand the Tigers in good nolulu Chamber of Commerce re over night! Can you imagin
TYPEWRITERS
Fresno.
making the most foul shots and stead in some of the tough games leases), is the haven where our that? Then the travels of tn
defeat laden Tigers have at last Pacific squad lengthened to s«c
The prestige of the West Coast committing the fewest personal just ahead.
All Makes
Ethan Higgins, Walt Kelly, Earl arrived.
Relays and the Far Western fouls in proportion to his aver
an extent that the boys o
Championship of Flint Hanner's age. Just wait 'till he gets on Dahl, and Bud Doyle are the other
Ah, yes, who said the life of journeyed as far as Loot ^
A. W. TRESSLER CO.
veteran members of last year's a football player is difficult? 1939, It's Hawaii—where next.^
135 rr. SUTTER. PHONE 8-8745 thin clads increase the argu the floor.
ments for choosing Fresno.
"Ajax" Adamina is another varsity. Doyle returns to school Just think of eight days at a
star player that returns to the with the opening of the spring Utopia of rest while their PSA
brothers slave away at studies
floor this season. Last year he semester.
and jobsj
received the Block P medal for J.C. GIFTS
FOR THAT
MEET THE GANG
Several promising stars are WHAT TORTURE
the best foul shooting average
AFTER-SHOW OR
of the season. He finished the coming up from the Junior Col
While stay-at-homes navigate
B ETWEEN-MEALB
lege team of last year. Sher campus in row boats, or bundle
season with an average of .727.
—ATwood
Norton
promises
to
be
good
MILKSHAKE
in furs, our comrades of the grid
32 PERSONALS
material
from
the
Stanford
squad
stroll
along
the
beach
of
Carter Dunlap is a direct con
trast to McWilliams in his style Frosh, and Lenahan and Rogers Waikiki in shirt sleeves or loll in
of play. Dunlap committed 32 starred on the Stockton High the ever-lasting Hawaiian sun.
FOUNTAIN
CURB SERVICE
While home-bodies labor pre
personal fouls last year, more School team. Monogan was an
On California Stthan any of the other members ace guard on the Vallejo team, paring for examinations, Tigers
Between Main & Mai*®
ON EL DORADO
committed. However, his knowl
edge of the game and his steadi-

Fresno Holds
Relays on
May II

Hopeful
But Green

W. A. A.
Action

BRONZED TIGERS GET
TAN IN [ISLANDS

BOBB INN

Number ONE on the

ROBE HIT PARADE
Made of a luxurious new brushed rayon fabric that
has that soft velvety touch, that is Immediately
captivating. Styled with a drop-stitch stripe. Colors
are: Camel with brown cord piping, Dubonnet Wine
with white cord piping, Myrtle Green with white
cord piping, and Navy Blue with white cord piping.

95

6

Br M5 & MsKOSAh!
for men

113-317
[NT

EAST

for boys

MAIN STREET

THE COLLEGE
BOOK STORE,
SENDS GREETINGS
OF THE SEASON
To the Facuity and Students of the College of
the Pacific and Stockton Junior College. Ex
pressing our gratitude for your continued co
operation and help for the past year, and wish
you one and all a pleasant Christmas and Happy
New Year.

The College Book Store
"On the Campus for You"

SILVER LEAF

BOSTONIAN
Fit Right—Feel Right
, , They're Walk-Fitted

DUNNE
SHOE CO.
380 E. Main. St.

VARSITY [SQUAD

Ralph Francis, Coach
No. Name
Pos. Age WT. HT.
5 Lenahan, Les
F
19 159 5'9"
6 Brownell, Dave
F
20 153 5'11"
8 Norton, Sherwood .. G
21 183 6'2"
11 Rogers, Kenny ...... F-C 20 160 5'9"
16 Higgins, Ethan
F
22 173 5'11"
13 Henning, Bob
C-G 20 180 6*3"
14 Dunlap, Carter
C
25 180 6'3"
15 Adamina, Bob
G
22 193 6'2"
19 Monagan, Bob
G
19 165 6'2"
18 Dahl, Earl
g
22 195 6'3"
17 McWilliams, Hugh ..F-C 21 190 6'1"
21 Kelley, Walt
F
21 185 6'4"
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COMPLETE and SNAPP^
Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service

Get Up a Party and Celebrated® Week-6ii_

THE FOOD
THE COOKING

Through Our Capable Campus Representatives
SPEAK8

The OYSTER LOAF GRILL
21 s. sutterIBT.wher8

UNION OIL
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SPECIAL PRICES FOR
STUDENTS — NOW!
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Exp. Home Town
Frosh
Stockton
1 year
Manteca
Frosh
Stockton
Frosh
Stockton
2 Yrs. Burlingame
Frosh
San Jose
2 Yrs. Bakersfield
2 Yrs.
Oakland
Frosh
Vallejo
2 Yrs.
Stockton
2 Yrs.
Red Bluff
1 Yr. Newport Beach
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